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ABSTRACT 
The question of the effect of biased pseudo-random numbers on 
simulation results arises in a majority of industrial simulation 
applications. 
A partial answer to this question has been obtained in this study 
by the introduction of statistically acceptable and unacceptable 
random number generators into the simulation of a data collection sys-
tern. Classical tests for randomness were used in the study to select 
several methods of random-number generation with varying degrees of 
statistical bias. These methods of generation were then used to 
simulate the data collection system. All parameters of the simula-
tions remained fixed except the random number generator. The result:·S 
.()f the simulations were then st at ist ically analyzed. 
/ 
.. ·:Practitioners in the area of systems simulation, including ·t.he. 1· 
a-µthor, seem to feel that simulation results are. significantly· 
·.~·tf~cted by random number bias. Surprisingly, the effe.ct w.a·s ':found 
., 
t.o :be statistically insignificant in this particular ap1rlication. 
In conclusion, the results were proposed as only a. :partial answer 
to the question of the effect of pseudo-random nwnber bias. The 
results indicated that further research is needed in this area. Rec-
. 
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1. INTRODUCTION , 
' 
,,,. 
1.1 Objectives of the Investigation 
The question that continually arises in a majority of simulation 
applications is, "What effect does pseudo-random number bias have on 
simulation results?" ~ The author feels that this question is .of 
considerable importance for the following reasons: 
I. Theoretical work in the field of pseudo-random number 
generation is ordinarily published only in the 
advanced level mathematical journals. Consequently, 
the practicing industrial engineer or systems engineer· 
is often unaware of the latest improved methods .of 
generation. 
L 2. Most text books and published articles covering s imula-
t ion and the Monte Carlo method only briefly· mention 
random number generation. The method mentio·ned. 1$· 
usually the "Mid-Square Method" which is one of ·th:e. 
first methods proposed for random number generation .. 
This method has subsequently been shown to have un-
desirable properties [7]. If a method with acceptable· 
properties is mentioned, in most cases, nothing is 
said about the choice of starting values. However, 
the starting values are the factors that determine 
the randomness of the sequence. 
3. Industrial conditions often subject Monte Carlo ap-
plications to pressing schedules and lack of devel-
• 
opment funds. When these conditions exist, the 
' 1 
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method of random number generation is often haphazardly 
chosen and not sufficiently understood. 
Because of these reasons, it is highly probable that poor methods of 
generation and incorrect starting values are being used in many ap-
plications of the Monte Carlo method. 
The purpose of this study is the investigation of the effect of 
biased pseudo-random numbers on simulation results.... ·The problem was 
studied by introducing both statistically acc~ptabl~ and unacceptable 
random number generators into the simulation of:: ,a. data, collection 
system. 
Classical tests for randomness were used as a criteria .for 
judging the acceptability of several methods of pseudo-random: numb~~· 
generation. From the resu.lts of the tests for randomnes·s,. ,six· dJ,f~ 
ferent pseudo-random sequences were selected on ·the ··b.asi-.s of ti:i'ei.r 
statistical properties. By varying the· starting random numb~r, .f-f.y .. e: 
independent simulations we.r~ then run using each of the six ps·et~d·o~ 
random sequences. All of the parameters of the simulations. wer·e· 
fixed except the six pseudo-random sequences. The simulat.ion 
-
results were then statistically analyzed to determine the effect of 
biased pseudo-random numbers . 
.. _ ... 
3 
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1.2 History of Pseudo-Random Number Generation 
During the past few years, simulation has become a powerful 
technique in several of the fields of science and engineering. As 
advances are made in computer technology, larger and more.complex 
simulations are made possible. High speed digital computers are 
presently being used to simulate such diversified applications as war 
games, job shop operation, traffic and waiting line systems, weapons 
systems, economic models, and business games. The basic underlying 
principle of simulation is known as the Monte Carlo method. Although 
the term Monte Carlo method is usually associated with simulation, it 
applies to any calculation requiring the use of random numbers. 
Statistical sampling and the solution of definite integrals are exwµ:-
ples of calculations which also make use of the Monte Carlo method. 
The use of the Monte Carlo method to solve complex problems on a 
digital computer has resulted in the need for extensive quantities of 
random numbers. It is not uncommon for a large simulation to require 
more than 100,000 random numbers. There are, in general, three ways 
of obtaining random numbers for computer use. First, tapes or card 
decks of random numbers could be produced and the numbers stored in 
computer memory or read from an input device as they are needed. This 
method is impractical in certain applications for several reasons. 
The limited availability of input devices, the relatively low speed 
of unbuffered input devices, and the large quantity of numbers 
required are all f~ctors that can result in high costs. Mechanical 
or electronic means of generating random numbers, such as radioactive 






















random numbers. The cost of additional equipment and the fact that 
the sequences cannot be reproduced are both ·factors that make this 
method impractical for most applicgtions. 
The third and most practical method of obtaining random numbers 
for most computer applications is through a programmed subroutine 
using an arithmetic process. This method has none of the disadvan-
tages that cause the previously mentioned methods to be impractical. 
One of the most desirable features of an arithmetic process is that 
the random sequence can be completely reproduced. This feature is 
invaluable for checking program logic and accuracy of results. 
However, this feature is also considered to be a disadvantage if the 
theoretical aspects of randomness are considered. Because these-
quence of numbers can be determined in advance, and completely 
reproduced, the sequence cannot be said to be truly random. For this 
reason, random numbers generated within the computer have been given 
" " the name pseudo-random. Although a sequence of numbers generated 
by an arithmetic process cannot be truly random, it has been shown 
that certain arithmetic processes generate numbers that appear to be 
random when the classical statistical tests for randomness are applied. 
For this reason, computer generated pseudo-random numbers are almost 
universally accepted for computer applications. 
Considerable theoretical work has been done in the field of 
pseudo-random number generation. Reference [10] contains a bibliog-
ra_phy of 143 articles pertaining to this subject. Number theory and 
statistical testing have been applied and as a result, arithmetic 
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also been shown that even the latest and supposedly better methods of 
pseudo-random number generation have poor statistical properties in 
some instances [ 1, 11] • 
:I 





2. METHODS OF GENERATING PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS ••:fl...,, Ir 
The initial work in the field of pseudo-random number generation 
was done in the late 1940's and early 1950's. This work was carried 
out jointly by a number of authors and is summarized in [24]. The 
methods that received the most attention during the first yea~s .of 
investigation were the Mid-Square Method and the use of a Fibonaccd .. 
series. The Fibonacci series approach was dropped soon after· its 
introduction because unacceptable statistical a·nd .. cyclic. prop.ert.i'¢s: 
were shown to exist [24]. The Mid-Squar~: Meth·o.d ·was used in most 
applications until the multiplicative. co·ngriuent.tal method was int.1\0·~ 
duced. 
2 .1 The Mid-Square Method 
The Mid-Square Method h'as the undesirable prppert_y that the, 
sequence does not return to. the starting. valu.e: to: repeat. As a 
result, the period of the sequence is only found by trial for a 
particular starting value. It has b~en shown in [7] that the sequence 
can degenerate to zeros or to cy~les of short p~riods. Because of its 
initial acceptance, the Mid-Square Method i.$ tnc;1uded in most of the 
J 
te,ct'books on operations research and systems .e.n.ginee.r.in·g. ·-For this 
:~.~·~son, the method was chosen for use in this study· .. 
The sequence is generated by the following proc·edure: 
Ch~ose an arbitrary n-digi t starting number X •. 
0 
Generate X as the central n digits of the square 1 
of X. 
0 
Repeat the process producing X. 1 from X. 1+ 1 
i·n the same manner. 
1·.(' 
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2.2 The Multiplicative Congruential Method 
The multiplicative congruential method was ;first introduced by 
Lehmer [3] in 1949. However, Lehmer proposed only a special case of 
the method by restricting the constant multiplier to a specific value. 
The method was later generalized and defined as follows: 
Let: a - Predetermined constant multiplier 
X 
0 
Starting random number 
M - Modulus 
Then the s~quence of numbers x1 , X2, X is ·d·e·fin_,·e:a· b· .. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . ·. ' ' .. y 1 
the recurrsion relationship 
X . l = aX . ( Mod M) 1+ 1 
This expression, with the congruence si_gII :(_.;) m.eans that aX 
i 
t,s divided by M and X. 1 is ~he remainder. The r.firid.om sequence is 1+ 
then formed by X0 /M, X1/M, . ........ , Xi/M ..... . ·~-· 
L 
If Mis chosen as 10 L for a: decimal compute_r or 2 for a. oiti·a·:ry 













aXO - (2403) (7623) - 18318069 
aXO 
1831. 8069 M -
l 
x1 - 8069 (Remainder after division by 104) 
x. 
l. 
- - .8069 
M 
• 
























As the example shows, the two divisions only become a c~s,e-· o-f 
the programmer assuming the decimal point placement. 
Once M is chosen, number theory can dictate a choice of " " a and 
"x " which will result in the maximum number of terms before the 0 
sequence repeats itself. The number of terms before the. sequen·ce· 
repeats itself is known as the period (P) of t_he· -seqtienc.e. The 
International Business Machines Corporation [ 12] has p:ubl1_s'h:ed:: a 
reference manual which covers the number theory detenninatiofi :·of 
d "x " an . This manual is also an excellent reference for the method 0 
of progranuning the multiplicative congruential method. Equations 
:2.11 through 2. 13, given below, were taken from [12, p .• ·1:0] and 
-apply to a decimal computer. 
P - 5 x lOL/2 
a: = ;200 t ± r where t is an integer and- r· 
is any of the values 3, 11, 13, 19, :21.,. 
27, 29, 37, 53, 61, 67, 69, 77, 83, ·9J. 
:(2·.11) 
·., . 
(A value close to lOL/2 is a good c.h<;>_ice-.): 
X
0 
- Any random number not, divisible by 
2 or 5. 
(2.13) 
Equation 2.11 shows that the per~od is somewhat less than the 
maximum obtainable. L . The maximum period can be seen to be 10 because 
10 
ll •• t • 












there are lOL possible unique numbers in the sequence. However, - the 
period can be made arbitrarily large by choosing a suitable L if the 
computer being used has a variable word length. The multiplicative 
congruential method is sometimes referred to as the powe! residue 
method. 
This method has been shown to be statistically stable for a 
majority of the possible "a" values [51 12·.,: 24]. It is refe~red tb 
.· .- . .· 
in a number of the more recent publicatio:Iis in the operation_s research 
and systems engineering field. However, as previously stated, tn most 
cases nothing is said about the choice of " " a values. The choice. ·o·f 
a small "a" value can result in sequences that h~_ve unacceptable 
statistical properties. As a result, this method· ·was chosen as the 




















2.3 The Mixed Congruential Method 
The third method chosen for use in this study is known as the 
mixed congruential method. The method was first introduced by 
Rotenburg [21] and Conveyou [4]. It has received considerable atten-
tion and gained some popularity due to several advantages that will 
be explained later. The sequence of generated numbers is def±ned as 
follows: 
Let: 
a - Predetermined constant multiplier 
X - Starting random number 
0 
M - Modulus 
C - Additive const:ant 
Then the sequence x1 , 
recurrsion relationship 
x2 , •.. • ·.• ....• ,)C:.. , !J.'. •i • •, .• .. ·~ ,ts· cte:"fi'ned by t.he . .. . 1 
"'-""\, 
X . l = a.k . + c (Mod M) 1+ 1 
As was the case with the multiplicative congru.ent.ial method; ··tne 
random sequence is then formed by X /M, x1/M, ••••••. ,X./M ••••..• 0 1 








































- 7627 (Remainder after division by 104 ) -
- .7627 
-







Again, once M is cho,sen,_. ·number. -~heory ¢an .. dictate a choi.ce of 
,. 
"a, " "x , " and "c" wh1.· ch ·w· 1· 11 result·· · · · · d 1.n a max1mWil per10 • 0 Equations 
2·.31 through 2.34, given below, were taken from [1, p. 132] and appl·y 
to a decimal computer. 
X. 
-
Any random number. 
0 
C . '• 
-
Any random number not. d:1;:v-1-_s·=tb 1 e :by (2 .• 3~). 
2 or 5. 
• 
a - 1 (mod 20) or a - 1 must be div1J:~-j.lJle ·(:2 .• 3:4) 
by 20. 
-One of the advantages of this method results fcrom .. the. fa·ct t:hat 
the maximum period (lOL) can be obtained using the above restrictions. 
L Secondly, multipliers of the form a = 10 + 1 cart be used which 
results in considerable savings in computer time. By using multi-
pliers of this form, the product can be formed using shift and add 

















method has been shown to be statistically unstable for certain " " a 
values [1, 11]. It has also been shown in [1, 11] that the constant 
multiplier (a) is the main factor in determining the statisti~ijl 
properties of the random sequence for both the mixed and ~ultiplica-
tive congruential methods. The starting random number (X) only 
0 
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2.4 A Modification of Lehmer's Method 
As was previously mentioned, Lehmer first introduced the mul-
tiplicative congruential method with a specific " " a value. During 
the initial phase of this study, the methods of generating random 
numbers at Western Electric Company's Engineering Research Center 
were investigated. It was found that a modification of Lehmer' s 
method had been used for some applications. Since the modification 
resulted in poor statistical properties, this method was chosen as 
the fourth method for use in this study. Lehmer' s method is de,fin·ed 
in [12, p.5] as follows: 
.. 
Multiply an 8 digit number by 23. Remove the two left-
hand digits from the 10 digit pro:ducf. and subtract them 
from the 8 right-hand digits 
·Because·: 
. ,,, . . . . 
. ,. 
8 
x1+1 = 23 xi - K (lo · .. + 1> 
The method can be defined by the cong.ruenc.e relat±on..:s:l):{:p:: 
X. 1 = 23 X. (Mod 10
8 
+ I) 1+ 1 
Because FORTRAN with FORMAT for t:'he IBM 1620 imposes the restric-
tion of ·an 8 digit product, Lehmer' s method was modified by using a 
6 digit starting random number, thus forming an 8 digit product. The 
modified method is defined as follows: 
6 X. l = 23 X. (Mod 10 + 1) 1+ l. 
The random sequence is then fo.rmed by X
0
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·.---,. 
aXl - (23) (9623) = 221329 
= 1329 - 22 1307 
etc. 
The choice of X is arbitrary for this method with th~ exception 0 
that starting values of zero and one must be excluded [12]. 
i: 16 
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a·.: STATISTICAL TESTS FOR RANDOMNESS 
There have been many tests for randomness proposed in the lit-
erature of statistics over the past thirty years. Since extensive 
random number testing requires considerable calculation, the computer 
time for these tests becomes excessive when a large number of tests. 
are performed. As a result, it was decided to test the three prop-
erties of random sequences which would be most 1.ik.e:ly· to affect 
" 
waiting line simulation results. It is. felt: by the .author that these 
properties are goodness of fit to the unit interval, independence 6~· 
successive numbers, and runs tl'p. ~nd down. Goodness of fit ~nd. in-
dependence tests are the only tests applied in a major·1t·y: <ff: the: 
published articles on random number tes:ting. A t·est for runs ·was 
. . .. 
added. be.cause it was felt that unexpected runs in a sequence .could. 
·µ_:?;ye a :stgnificant effect on waiting line simulations. Three :c1as-
,~ical tests representative of the.se properties were progranuned for the 
IBM 1620. The "details covering_; the operation arid logic of the test 
program are covered in the fie:,ct :chapter. The following paragraphs 
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3.1 Test for Goodness of Fit to the Unit Interval 
Although a precise definition of a random number is controver-
--· 
"<. 
sial, it is generally agreed in the field of statistical testing that· 
a random number should have the following basic properties: 
1. Each number in the set of all possible numbers has an_ 
equal probability of occurrence. 
2. The probability of occurrence of any ·n-ufu.ber is independ-
ent of the occurrence of any o.f ttJ.e: oth:er numbers in the 
set. 
If generated random numbers are considered as :d-~c.lmals:·, the ffr·st 
property listed above requires that the random numoerS· _ap.pe_a:-r 'to be 
drawn from a uniform distribution with: 
f(x) = 1 for o < .x <, .l 
The classical chi-square test for goodness of f1t :was c·hose_n. ·fo-;,:·test· 
this property. The number of class intervals used for the ch~'."9squ~re 
test was arbitrarily chosen in most of the previous artic1~S: ·-con.cetned 
with testing pseudo-random numbers [1, 11, 19]. 
In this study, the choice of :the "best" class interval f:o,r t:li;~ 
goodness of flt test was based on the work of Mann and Wald [17] ~ 
·'rhe: following formula is proven in [ 17]: 
Let: 
- ~,-.~,,. 
·• ~ , 
K - the 
n 
" . , " I I 
. best number of equal. clas·s· -i~t:t£rvals: .• 
ri = sample size. 
- the size of critical region.-
C - defined by 1 -
2TT 
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If ct = 0.05 and n = 1000, then c = 1.645 and K rv 99. Therefore, 
n 
the number of class intervals was chosen as 100. 
The choice of the number of class intervals allows the goodness 
o-f. .fit test to be further defined. 
:l.,et-.: n - the quantity of random numbers being tested • 
. (X - confidence level-. 
s - number of cells in ch1~$ct1i·.a)~e s.ununa..tion. 
t - number of population pa::r~.et.ers e:s:.t imat'.ed 
from sample. 
· 9 = s - t - 1 (Degrees of Freedom) 
For this test, t - O, s = 100, 9 :: 100 - l ·. 9~41· 
The following table illustrates the obs.e.rved· and expected 
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2 An arbitrary starting value is then selected and x·0 i~, c_;;il-
-culated for 100 consecutive blocks in the sequence. If t-h.e· sequence 
is random, x2 is distributed x:g· G 2 The x99 distribution is then 
2 ,divided into .d,eclles and the frequency (Fi) of x0 .valu.es.: in· each. 
decile is calcul:at,ed ., 
Let: 
l .. o.· . . 2 

















3. 2 Serial Correl-at.ion or Independence Test . 
The serial correlation or independence test was chosen to test 
the basic property that the probability of the occurrence of any num-
ber is independent of the occurrence of any other numb.er 1n the 
sequence. The test is performed by fi~s.t. fprming a 10 X .. 10 cont in-
gency matrix. Each axis consists of the unit interval divided into 
t~n equal class interv:al~. .·For each successive random number in the 
sequence, an .entry i-s ~1ad,~ in th·e contingency matrix. 
j• 
The mat'rl~ :entry :rule ca-n be s.:tated as follows: Find the i th 
row subinterval. containing Xi, then :find the /h column subinterval. 
conta·ining :~tfl. .lri the. cell rep·rese~t.ing row i ,. column j, tally- .:a . 
;, .11, 
Let:· ·e -- the expected. :number .i.n ... ·a.ny··· eel·!. 
-'i',j. 
1 ¢iij. - 100 x n = 0 .• Oln 
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:One ·hundr~d: X8 valt1es are then calculated in the same manner :as 
.. i-ri ·the goodness o:f'_ fit test. Good has shown in [s] that x2 is not: 
s 2 distributed as an.exact x 99 distribution. However, it is felt by 
the author that the approximation is sufficiently close for practical 





Let: :Ei - observed frequency iri each decile. 
10 (F. 2 10 2 
-l - E.), \ 2 1 1 1 XB· - L (F.·~- - 10) E 10 .1. 
.. I i i-1 1·_: 
. . ·. . . . • . ·2 
. 
. .... ·. Afte:r calculat.1ng· x. ,, the· ~·~q_·t(¢'.p_ce :is. ¢oris1;·d.er·e.d 'as: unac·c.eptabl·e .if 
. s· 
x:'22: x2 • 









3 .·3; -Run Test 
.. ' . 
The run test is also based on the two basic properties of a 
random number. If the generated numbers appear to have equal prob;..,.-
ability of occurence and are essentially independent, the actual 
f req~~11_c·y of runs up and, down should approximate the theore:tt'c.al 
f·reque-ncy ·of runs :fc>"r a truly random sequence. .. .. 
The :·me=thod ot· computing runs consists of f.orn).ill.g an :p.. - 1 binary 
SJ~qu·ence :in the comput~r memory as the numbers ·a.re gen~:r:ated. 1'he 
.t·h 
.. i · ·. tetm- o_f t.he sequence is zero if Xi <· _Xi.fl. and i-s .one.- if 
... 
Xi >· ·X1+1 ·· A-fter the sequence of ze·r.os and. ·ones -i=s .-r·ormed, t°h'e 
a:c:t~al tr~qu·enc ies ( f K) of ru.ns of' all- le.Iig_ths :a·r.e. ~cou.nted'. -A .serfe:s· 
. . -. : .- ;• ·-. ' 
of· K· zeros b~acketed by ones .:f"orni :a. rµn of z_eros. of. I:e.ng:f'h .K. The. 
s~n.ie .(le:fii)i.t ion applies to a run. of ones. 
The· expected~ pumber of runs (eK) of length K is determi.ned fr"<>n.t 
p:roi;>~l:>Jl i ty theory. The fo11:owing two expressions are tak.e-n f·roni 
:[_12 ,, p:._ 8]. 
,e:. 
·:·K 
_ 2 [(x2+3K+l) n-(K3+3K-K-4~ 
(K+3) ! 
·T:ota1 expected no. of ·rtins - 2n - .i ;3_ 
(3 .. ~1) 







































. :!I'· • ·: . . '~~~· 
I 
distributed x!. The x! .dist.ribution is then divided fot;o ten deCile.s 
. .. 2 . . . . 
:aJ1d· the frequency (F·.·): o·f: X.a· valu·es in each decile is ··G·a1¢ulate:d\o 1 .. 
Let: ~L. = ex.pec.ted· frequency in each ·dec,lle 
1 
. 'l 1~. 
10 
= ~. ·y .. ·· .. · :(·F. - 10)2 
10. l .. 1 
:t=:l 
After calculating x~, Ure se9uence is considered as un:acceptab];e if 
2 2 
Xe ~ Xa, 9 • 
,,. 








4·· ..... THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TEST.PROGRAM 
. - . The logic of the random number generator test· progr:am: is l-llus~ 
t.r.ated. by Fig_ure 1 of Appendix A. The progr:ain w~.s written in the 
S_ymbolic ·Programming System Language for the lBM: 1620.. The program 
v/a.s then assembled using the Symbolic ProgrammJ.ng: :s'.y·st:_em Processo-r 
·Pr:og·ram (1620/1710 two :pass: paper t3:p.e·. vers.i:on). A .c9py oI t.he 
incluqed in a supplementa·r_y p.ro;g:ram appendix. ·A cop-y (>'f .. the :supp·le~erf-· 
tary prq,gram appendix t·s .on. file·· in the Industr.ial Ellg,in~Je,r·i~g. Offic,e,. 
L·ehig_,h u·rr.i versi t y. 
·Tr.e prqgram h-a·s· ·a rtunibe..t .o=f limitati_q_i;ls: whi.ch a:re lt§t:~.ci 'Itel.ow: 
·1~. .The sample siz.e: (p.) 'inti-st ·be ·a ml11 t tpi_e· of 100·: or 
.. 2 .• 
:3 .• 
n · .· lOOK K · . · 5., 6, 7-,. 1000 
Also, n must f.al1 in the following range: 
·500 ·$ n < 100 /ClQ(l 
-~-
Runs· io-f length four o.r: .grea.~er a:re :g.rou.peq .:into one 
c·ell for the chi-square. t'es·t. T:!1-is :·ts done so t·hat 
~the expected number of runs of lengt:h f:o.u.r o~· .gre(;lter 
-:i,s always greater than five. As a re_s-ult., th~: ·¢al~ 
·culated' chi-square value is only :~ppro.:xtma.t.e fo'r: 
: .. · 
:n ·->- 2500. 
·qµ_e of the principai adv:ant.ages ot· t:ti:e :test program is tn.at it: 
can: .be -u-~ed: to_ test any method_ of random n~ber generation. This 
featu··re is accomplished by requiring that l.he generation subroutine be-





subroutine must be written in machine language and then- punched on 
paper tape. Preparation of the machine language generation sub-
routine requires general knowledge of IBM 1620 machtn·e language. 
Instructions for preparing this tape and other input tapes are in-
cluded in the. instructions for program operat:1,o·n shown in Appendix B. 
·Tne· _p.ro_gram begi.ns by reading the machin~ ~anguage gene rat ion 
.. . 
S'4:broutirte·= and.· the parameter tape'. The p.aramet .. er tape contains t.he: 
:st.art.i(lg values: for ·each sequence being ·t.es.ted. Th¢ p:rograjn :1;:hE;il: 
.res.eryes. ~· t.a-ble of storage locations co.rr.espon-dtn·g to. th.,:e :iOO cla$s 
i.ntervaisf- -for the goodness o.f fit test. 'rbe g.oodness (Jf fit t~~t .is 
t::h·e .. first ·of the four tests included in the· .prog.ram-. The.: test is 
p:er·fo.rm-¢d :Q.y g~11erat·irtg a r·andom number .and t·he.n coinparing the number 
·to a: p·oi.n::t. 91:1 th.e uri.i t in:t.erv.al. Th~ ·poi11t -on th.e· un1 t interval is 
initialized as 1000 and: .con·t.-inualiy· decrr¢.m~_n.t·e.d b'y .10 until the class 
:irrterv·al of the generated number ··is found,. ·A on.·e i.s ·the_n added to. 
cycle is r.ep·eat.ed µµt :i·l t_h:e q:t1arit i ty ;Q·f randOJl'.1- :n:µ~_be,r.s .t::e_s,t·e:d' i.S· 
equal to the sample size. 
2: 
At. tl1is ·timet -X· is ·ca1cu1ate<:t a.nd printed. G 
A printo:ut of the frequency ~able is optional through a program switch·. 
The indeperidence or serial correlation test is the next test 
performed by the program. T·he independence test i.s .similar in log.1¢ 
to the goodness of fit test. A contingency table :of storage loca-
t.ions ,.is first reserved in memory. Section 3.2··exp1ains this contin-
gency table. The test is performed by genera:tl-ng two successive 
random numbers. Each number is compared to a point on the unit 
interval. The points are both initialized as 1000 and decremented: 
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:by to until the respective class intervals of tl:ie· t.wQ· successive 
. .I 
numbers are found. A one is then added to the .. st.orage location in: 
the contingency table that is common to both c:l·ass intervals. This: 
cycle is repeated until t~e quantity o.-i random: numbers tested is 
equal to the sample size and the x! is calc:uTated and printed. Again_~ 
a printout of the contingenc)t table ts ,optional_. 
Figure 1 shows that the modif1.ed poker tes·t i-s the :i)_ext t:est 
p.erformed by the program. During th.e- .ini. t·.ial phase' ;of ttt·rs study, it 
w·as found th~t th:is·. test is of little value.. .It· W:as found that all 
ge·nera.t,ors ,: .~nclµd·±:·p.g those: ·w.ith generally poor s·t.at.:ist ical propertie:s:j 
pas-sed t:his test.- A;s· a. ·r.es-ult, this test wa·s' ·n·.o.t: us.e:d fC>r ·sta·tist.ical 
-t,es.t.:i11g of the :rand·on1: -number gene·rators conside·red: tn .thi:s :study. 
The last t~·e;_:f"_ performed by the program i~ th.e .run test~ ./\·$. w·~s: 
the case with. the other tests, the program ·be.gi,,ns ·by .reserving, a· 
:t:able !or the observed frequency of runs- Qf. :all _lengths up· to twer1:t_y. 
The program then generates two suc·ces-sive random .111.1nfb~·r·s ,and compa·r.es: 
them. If the first numpef t·s le:ss than the second., a s:pecifted coun~ 
. . ' 
. 
ter {ot: tJ·pward run.s i·s incremented. If the firs.t ])umber :i.s greater 
than the secon<t, a s·pecif ied counter _for ·downward-: r.un.s· ts·: incremented. 
lf the numbers· ;a,re _equal, the run ts conti.riued i.n the d-irection indi-
cated by t~_e. 1.a.s.t comparison. · ·r.n±$· cycie is repeated by generating 
:a third number and comparing it to: ·the se·cond number in the same man:~ 
ner. Thus, each number in t-l1e generated sequence is compared to the 
previous number in the sequence. This procedure is essentially the 
same as the procedure stated in Sect ion 3. 3, which describes the run 
test. The n-1 binary sequence is formed but is not stored. The count 
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of runs of zeros and ones is made along with the comparison thus. sa·v:-.: 
ing memory space. This cycle is repeated until the quantity of 
.. 2 
numbers tested is equal to the sample size and then XR is calcu·lated. 
and printed. The printing of the run :(re.que·ncy table is also 
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:5. THE WAITING LINE MODEL 
5.1 Definition of the Problem 
The Western Electric Engineering Research Center at Pr'inceton, 
·Ne\v Jersey is engag·ed in the development of data collection systems 
for use within the Western Electric Company. The author was given 
t.,he assignment of investigating the .queueing problems involved with 
these systems. It- .was found that th:e :~·ystems often involved queueing. 
problems wb.icb. c:ould not be solve.d·. ·by theoretical queueing mod.els .•. 
Aft.er· CoQside.rable: s.tud.y, it pe;came evident that simulation w.as' 't·he· 
/' 
best; met.hcJd, .. of .solut-i.on .• 
The. fol.lowing_ paragraphs summarize the :reasons for using simul.a--· 
- ::_.:.""'· ·,, .t·:i'on- a-s the: met.ho(!· o,t· solutlon. In general, the data. collection 
·s:yst.-ems .make us.¢. :of .ino.di:fi·ed telephone handsets which- are ·connect.e_g .. 
:·to. a .centrally loq.~ted paper tape punch. .The, production personnel 
::u~ltig· the ·d,at .. a c91·i_e¢tio.n: systems o';ften d1a1 messages of variable 
q.ig;j_-t 1.:ength~ Thi.$.· ·becom.e:s· necessary when the inforJii:at ion to be 
·~11t,.ef:t(ed: is· variable -in n.at:ure. Inspect ion dat:a f:s an example of 
variJ~ .. b1e d~t.a.. One u·ntt of production J11ay. nave only one defect whic:.h· 
·woq_lq requir.:e a message a few digits in ·1ength. Another unit may have. 
'fi'ft·een defects. of different types which would require ·a message 
··t:hirty· or. forty digits in length, depending on the .defect code and 
m.essage format. The service time for'. an·y' part.lcular user consists 
o.f the time required to seize the s·y-stem ,. dial ·tn tbe message, and 
release the system. Since the mes·S.age lengths may be variable in 
length, the service time distribution for a particular class of user 





exception to this occurs when the message format consi:·st::~ t,-f: a :con-. 
, ... 
stant number of digits. In this case, the service tlm'e: ~lstrl.butf.q~: 
can be considered to be con st ant. 
Also, the queueing prob1ems becplf.le co~p_le~ becaus:e. c>:f t:l):e rn.~ny 
types of personnel using the syste;m.. ()p~r·ators, irt.spector.s; ¢-1.e_r:ks:,. 
and supervisors ma.y·~a.11 be Q~-ing ·a. particular data coll_e,ction. sy~t.·~11,1:. 
Each particular type of user may ~av.e a different fo~at or -nies:s~g.e 
length to enter and may request serv·ic·e: at a .. diffe.rent .arrival rat..e, •. 
Although in some cases it might be po.ss_i:b:le t-o analy.ze.: ·t.he· problem. 
theoretically, the analysis would be complex .and· t±me: :consuming_ .. 
It. was decided that a s imul~tor s·hou:L-d :b.e gen·era:1 :eno~g.h: to be 
:u$ed for ·any type· o.f data ¢0·11e~t:ton equipme.nt:.. :A- sfniulator· was 
:_s:_im.µJ~;tj.otj program is covered in Ch~pter· 6. 
The init_ial application of the ~imulato.r -w~:s· .c.h.os·en to be the 
Key Equipment Shop ·of Western Electric's Kearny, New Jersey, Works 
Location. :since this system had been formulated and investigated i11 
det.ai.lf .it w.as also: chosen .. a:s: the application to be us.ed =i.n this, study. 
/ 





5.2 Description of the System 
A data c9l.J.ection s:y-stem had been designed and installed in' the 
Key Equipment Shop. The d~ta collected was to be used for studies in 
the area of improved utt_lization of manu:fact.uring information. Ini-
tia:ll·y·, six wiring ope·r.ators .were given. 4ata cp}l.ection equipment. 
Stmu.lation was us:ed, ·t;o study the effect. on t~e w·a.iting· time char-
:ft::ct···efris.tics of the ·sy·stem as addition:-al ope.ra~o:rs. were given data 
·~qllefct ion equipment. 
'f.he Key Equipment Shop c_onsi.st:s. ·of a ·conv.eyo:r :ca;rr.y.i.ng ·µn$.{'~ t'b: 
Wiring operators are: :st .. at.lon·e·d: at ·re:gul!tr· int-~:rv:al_:~r arou-nd 
t.he .c9nv·eyor. An operator removes an unwir.ed unft from. t.he: co·n,veyor: 
and ,·performs the necessary wiring oper·ations.. When the wiri~g_ o .. pera.-
t.ion iS· fip:J-shed,: the operator place.s the: vifred unit: o .. n th_e. ·conve-yor: 
and remove.s :another 11nwfr¢d un·tt.. The: wir·ea unt:t:s· ~re. theri ch·anneled 
to.: an .. extension of the :cottv¢yqr f.o:r i.~s.pe·9·tiprf. 
·The. data collectoion. ·equi_pment con~ists' of a number of· data entry 
s·e.t s .connected t:o· -a. cent:r.a1 c.ontro·1 unit. The central control unit 
:co11si·sts of .. log.ic circ.u:it.:s wht.ch co·nt.rol the system and qperate a 
h. 
·paper tape· punch:. The system is :d·es.i_gned -.so· that .. aµy· :~~.t:ry set 
demanding th.e cO.r:i:.t:roI equipment will rec:e.iv:e'. a bu-s·y f.nd:Lcatio-n ·if 
another ·set i.s tisin_g the equipment. 
The entry set is a modified telephone handset which ·h,a·s .the 
receiver removed. The -handset is the type that has both a stand.ard: 
dial and a card reader for automatic dialing. The user.has the option 
of hand dialing or inserting a prepunched plastic card. One entry set 
is shared· by two Wiring operators, while each inspector has his own 
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entry set. Several control buttons are provided on e~ch :s.et. There 
is a button for each operator to use when requesting service and a 
common button for releasing the system. A fourth button is used for 
error correction. A clock ~s included in the central control unit_, 
which automatically punches the_ time on the paper tape at five~mIJJute. 
:i-ntetv-als· •. 
Ari operator enters -~ta;t-~ into the system ·aft.er· .finl-$hJ:ng_ th~-
prepu_~c;hed pla.stic card from the unJt,. setze-:s t-he systemj lnserts t'he 
-card: in: t~e entry set~ and releases t.be· $:ystelri aftErr 'the: card· ts 
automatically read. The digits on= tJ}~ .~a~c::i i.dentify the ·type ·-of ··uni.t 
·wire·d. The operator's set. number is aµtomatically punched by :the 
control unit. Speci.al c:ards are entered to report exce.ptions, su.ch. 
as· hospit·al visits, etc. An inspecto.r enters data into {h~: sy_stem 
a:ft-·e-r inspecting each w1· .. re.d -Unit-. .Th.e. units: a.r.e al$O die.s.ig;nate_d :P:Y 
t.\·h±:s ·number which. ·is ·followed by a series of: digits: denoti~g: ·the ·t.~-p-e: 
and q.uant ity of :defects found. The digit:s ent·ered d·enoting: t1~aiJ . .ty 
are det·errnined from a fixed defect code. ,A.lthough the de-:fect co:de: {s: 
·1:i:su;:1.l.ly memorlzed by the inspector,. ft is. visually availa:b1.e -for easy· 
;re.{.erence,.: ·The defect code consiJ~t-s ·o-f a single digit d:_enoti-ng t.'.h¢· 
ty.pe· of defect followed by another single digit denoting: t.h·e qu:antity· 
of the defect. The digits zero through nine are assigned specific 
types of defects. If the quantity of a particular -d_e-lect exceeds 
nine, the same message is redialed to report the numb.er _of defects 
in excess of nine. 
.3. ·2·· . ·. 
.1...-', ct, ,, 
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At the termination of each shift, the paper tape is removed from 
·the punch and fed into an IBM 1620 computer. The computer summarizes 
quality and computes efficiency using the.: clock entries as a time 
standard. Quality and efficiency rep:ort.s. are: o'btained- a.s out_put f·rom 
:t_lie computer and are used fo.r :improved :m·a1n:.a_gemeQt of .t.=l.le. sh·op·. 
":,:._. 
r 
. ... .. ' . . '.·~ -------~-.. ,...-. --- - .. . . 
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5.3 The Arrival and Service Time Distributions 
The Key Equipment. Shop has two distinct types of personnel using 
the data collection system. In addition, the clock requests service 
at a regular interval. As ~ill be explained in Chapter 6, the simula-
tion program allows arriv.aJ:s ':from four sources. Any number of the 
sources may be used or· ·n·ot 4.epending on the app_,licat_icYri. Also the-. . . . , . . 
:arriv:-al distributions must be .specified in unoit.s of :'.'time' betwe.en 
.. 1 " ar.r01~va s. · . T·he ·following table summarizes t.he "ty:p~-:s o.f -r~quests fo:r 
. s:ervic'e· ·and· t~eir respective distributions. ·The: ,rema>±n.t-ilg '{>a.r.a..gra.phs. 

























(Mean = 23. 0 sec·.}. 
Exponential 






The first s-l:ep: in preparing the data. ·fo·r the: s-_imul.ati-on con-sisted 
of detennining·the arrival distributions for each specific type of 
arrival. For the Key Equipment Shop, the clock was designated as 
source one. The arrival distribution for the clock was specified :as 
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a constant arrival rate of 5 minutes or 300 seconds between arrivals. 
The second arrival source was not used in this application. 
The third arrival source was specified as the wiring operators. 
·it was hypothesized that the wiring operat-ors would follow a Poisson 
a:r_r-ival distribution and, therefore, the time between arrivals would. 
be exponentially distribut.e.d·-. It w'a.s .fe:lt that this assumption. w:as·· 
valid because operators :wo·rk compl·et·eiy· independent of each other .• 
The .. assumption was checked ·by sampling the time between requests fo·r. 
the system in the shop. Two hundred samples were taken and .~ C_hi, .... 
Square test for goodness of fit to an exponential distributiQn was 
run. Fourt·e:.en- cl·ass, intefrvals wer:e used for this t:·est. Tµe cl_~ss 
1Ii.t_ervals were chosen to be as ~nrall as po·$s1b_le. ·while :st.ill ma:i:nt::1.i-n-
{ng an expected frequency in ·any clas:~ <if f:i/v-e. o·r gre·at er. The ca_i~ 
2 
culated X value. was found. to b'e, ,6.2a,., ·wp.:Lc:-l1 is' -riot significanl whep 
- ' . . 
, 
2 ' compared to X.0$, 12 = 2·l.·og·· T-hu,s t_he hypo-thesis of an expone.nti:a1 
-arrival dist:r.i-bµtiori ·w.-as acc·~pt·ed:.. The number of operators using t-h~· 
:sy:st.em was then ar.bitrari1y .. set: at: .. 80. On the average, operators, 
ent,er .into the system 15 t~J1u9.s/s.hlft. Using these 1:\VO f:fgure·s-, the-
me.an ·time between arrivat.s_ Jo·r.· :the exponential d.i·_stri_o).ltion was cal-.: 
culated and a cumulative arrival distribu.tion ·wa·s.:. ·formed. These c~J.~· 
:culat:ions are shown in Appendix E. 
The fourth arrival source was specified as the inspectors. S,ln·c-e: 
t)ie inspectors also work independently, an exponential arrival dist rib-
_ut·ton was assumed and tested in the same manner as explained above. 
I 2 The calculated X value was found to be 8.14, which is not signi~icant. 
·,:-
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operator distribution. The difference in the ·two. distributions being 
that the inspectors enter only 11 times/shift on the average. The 
reduction of 4 e-ntries/shi.ft from the operator figure is due to 
special exception entries made by the operators. The calculati ens 
t·.p:r th·e mean time between arrivals is also shown in Appendix E. 
The se.cond St«3p in preparing the d.aita cons .. isted of deterµi1:niijg 
:.t·h_e· s.ervi.ce t:1.me dist:ribut ions for, ea:ch. spec::Lf i:e.d type of ·arl\1va1 .. 
Tbe c·lock s·erv-ice t inie distribution was specff.i'ed as. ~-- con$'tarit 
·value of two second·s·.. :The en:try· s.ets require six sec.ands for: read.ti1g 
the plastic card ,ente·red by the· operators. This figure include·~· S¢:i--
zure and sign off time. Th_erefore, the serv·i:ce tJni'3. .d:_i.st.r.ibut.fon. .. tc>:t 
the op,er.at·or __ :s ·was. spe_ci_fied· as a constant val_·u_·e of· · .. s.-_.·_.1,'·-x·._ .. · ··e · · · d· · s · ... c.on s • 
·The t:r_eqµe.ii¢-ie_s of· the· various digit length·s of il)spe.ctor entr'ies 
we:re. :f·ound 'by '$e'.a't~c-hin_g ·s·fx weeks of past. data t:apes for· ~J.l tnspec:t.·o·r: 
:e:ntri.es. .This was_ d.orie on ·the ~8:~ 162Q and :resulted in a. p·r,in.·t:·out .of: 
',. 
the frequ_en¢ies. ·o:f the. entry lengtl\s: for approximately 3.6 1000 -e-ntrt·e-s· . 
. A tlme·· st.u·t;1y -wa~;:, then conduc-ted :i~ :th.e shop to determine· the average 
dl.al .. :Lng t.ime :tor an: 'inspector. lt was observe:d that inspEictors average 
·one second. f.o:r each digit dialed and four seconds ·f.or ·sei:z·ure and sign 
off. Using these figures, the inspector serv·'i:c·e: t.ime' d·t:.st:t1_put ion was 
r 
formed. The ·values for this distribution ar~ tabulate.d' in T-able- t,s, of: 
Appendix E. 
The s·fmulation: mode-I -imposed only one· i:1m}_t:at:i:on. :on the d·i_st:rJJ;>.~-
tio.ns mentioned above. Tbe distributtons :~fad. ·to be specified in even--







·;6, THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The overall logic of the simulation program is :illµstrat·ed ;by: 
Figure 2 of Appendix A. The program was written in the Symbol"ic 
Programming System Language for the IBM 1620. The program waJ;· then 
assembled using the Symbolic Programming Sys:t.ern Processor Program 
{l62Q/l7:10 two pass paper tape version). A co_py of the symbolic 
·aource program and the g~nerated machine lan-guc1ge program is inc1udeq 
. . 
. . 
in· a supplementary prog.ram: ·appendix. ,:A :c.opy ·(;>f the suppleme~t:~ir:y _pro-
gram appendix is on ~:((le .in ·t::n:~ .Indu:st=r-i~l Engin·~ering Of:f ic.e., .. Leijfg:·h. 
University. 
The program allows: arrival? :from fou:r ·s.ou-r-c·es designated .as ONE, 
TWO, THREE, and FOUR. Stor.ag_e: areas. :are r~_serv·ed for fou.r separate 
empirical or theoretical :ar.riv:al. cl.ist:rtbutiq:ris- .anq t..lle.i.:r· r·e.!3°.pe·.cttv~ 
service time distribution~. All a.rr'ival d1st~i-butio11s mu·st b·e i·n. the. 
·t_h:e s=ame tim.e ,urii.t. In this= $tud·y, ·all distribll.t ions were s::p·e·~·if=i,ed 
in seconds. Any number of the· .tour a'r"t.·-i)ral. sou.rQes may be use.cl 
depending on the appl icat-i.on.: Orie,_, twol ·o:r th.r·ee service st at i0.p:s .or 
channels ma_y· t>e used -ifi a pa:r:(i_:cula:r sJ.mul·at.±o·n depending on the ~·p.~-
·p:l.i-cfa:-t.ion •. . . ' . Th;is st-µdy· :uses.: .()nJy one :9.f' ·the- three available servfqe: ' . 
stations. If; mo.re·: tha:n one se·rv·ic·e :st:atton -is used, the queue di.s-
cipline consists of all se·rvice stij:fions s~·rving· a single waiting 
line. Each service .. st·ation has an associat·ed storage area designated 
BUSYl, BUSY2, and BUSY3. When an arrival is: -serviced by one of the 
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channels, the service time of the arrival is stored in o·n,e ·of .t.he~·e. 
three locations depending on which channel is free. The ~nits of· 
BUSYl, BUS.¥2, and BUSY3 then ·become the same as the tim·e ·unit:s. -spe·c-
if ied for the dist ribut ioii's· .• 
The general logic of the program is sometimes referred to: ·a·s the 
:,, " 
· master clock method. ·A storage area designated CLOCK is ·Goritinuall·y· 
incremented by one time: unit. After each time CLOCK is ·±ncre:inerite.d·, 
each source is checked for the occurrence of' an arriva.J. :If =an 
arrival h~.s occurred, the s .. erv'i.ce time of the arrival and a. new 
arrival tJ·me are found by Monte. Carlo sampling. The arrival :::J .. s ·tijen 
'either assigned 3:. service statio.n.: or put in the waiting Ii_ll·~ •. AI.1 
,.,··· .. · .. 
.pertinent data, such -as wa..iting ·time .and length of w.a.iting· line,. -~:s· 
·recorded and. ·cLOCK is increment·ed again.-: Each t;ime, '.CLOCK is- in-
c:r.emented;- BUSY!,_. BUSY2, and au·sy3· are dectemett.ted b_y on ..e· time. un.tt. 
·,Thus: 























6. 2 Subroutine Description~ 
A majority of the blocks shown in Figure 2 consist of an entire 
subroutine. These subroutines will be e:xplained in detail in the 
following paragraphs. Whenever possible, the subroutines will be 
explained in the same order as they occur· in the flow diagram. 
6. 21 Subroutine for Dete~ining Arrival Times 
.. 
. T;he: su.brout-ine fo.r dete:rrnri'Ii1ng arrival times is entered with a 
v-a:t.u~ o·f one, two, :(b.ree or four depending on the source: .for whi .. ch· 
the. arrival time· i.s. de.sired.. A random number is _generat~d. aild the 
- 1.··. 
·ar·riva;L: -di$tr.ibut-io·n for the specified source i.s .sampled-., thus obt;-ain-
ing an arrival time. The arrival time is then add'.ed -t_o· s.t.or~g:E~' -areas 
ATIMEl, ATIME2, ATIME3, or ATIME4 depending on the _sp:e.¢ified sou:tc:¢·._: 
These storage areas then contain the time o.f t'he: n·exi ar.ri'v·al f.rom 
'rh:is s·u_p_rout±-.n-e compares. ::t:he s·i·mu.lation time (CLOCK) ·-t--o·- ·the 
a·rrt val times :for -e,ach sou:rce {ArIMEI, ATIME2, AT IME3, and AT IME4) • 
I.f ~~¢ -~·r.rival time :o:·:f' ;a 'part~t!u);ar source is equal to the simulation 
t:i.me.,. ~(be :digit .. :o:r;re, two, three, o;r fo_ur is stored in the proper 
s_oQrp.e. c.lesignation (ONE, TWO, THREE, or FOUR):. An arrival indJ(2!at6:r 
i_s t·hen turned on by storing the digit one in the location des"i-gnated, 
·cHECK. The main p~ograin can then interrogate CHECK to determine. f.f 
t:her-e :ha$ b.een an arrival during the present time unit. .If .CHE.CK 
indicates ·t.:na.t there has been an arrival, the main program can thefn. 
determine which source has arrived :b:y interrogating storage locatioJi:'S.; 
ONE, TWO, THREE, and FOUR. 
39 
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6.23 Subroutine for Determining Service Times 
The subroutine for determining service times is basically the 
same as the arrival time_ subroutine. The subroutine is entered with 
·a value of one, two, three, or four depending on which source 
requires a service time. The service ttm~ ·i:s then stored _in STIMEl, 
STIME2, STIME3, or STIME4, depending c>n 'the specified: sou:i-ee .• 
6. 24 Subroutine f o~ Checking for the Presence. '.Of a: .Qti:~u.e 
Storage area is re·se·:rv.ed :tor forming a waiting line: iIJ. ·th.e 
.-computer memory.. A. one', two_., tJiree, or four is placed in the line 
depending on th~.: ,sour.ce· :of the :partic.ular arrival. The s.er.v..ice t:~nt¢. 
and the waitlng t :tme. ar,e both. ·stored along with the- $Q.ur·ce· des.igp.ation 
adJust-ed .in th:e s:·ajne· :m.a-nner a's, th·e. ac1::u-:a1. waiting, l:l._n~ would. fluct.uat.'e·. 
This :subroutine St3a-:rch:es: ··th·e ·waiti_ng :tine. ,st.o·rage. locat::ro.ns .until the 
·-
end of the wait.ing: line· ::i,s .stor.ed.. lf t~e;r.e i.s: ,no·· :queu:e', "t .. h¢ :_ijid:f ca~ 
rogated .OY ·the ;main. ·p:rqg._raJll: ·for t·he pres¢nce. crf a q:ueu.e •. 
-
6. 25 S'ubrou·tin~- -+or Establishfng R.~ndont .Arriv:al Order 
This subroutine· .is ·entered only when there, :fs.: nio·re: t.-h.an. ozte· 
arrival duri~~ ·ariy :-giv.en time unit. F.o.r e:x~pl¢.:,., ·fn ¢'ertatn ·-Simula-,. 
·"tions, it could be .p·ossible to have the simultaneous occurre·nc-e- o_f 
arrivals from all four source·s. When more than one a.rrival :occu·r·$,:: 
the order in which the_.,iarri:.vals are placed in the wa;tt=:tng line is 
determined randomly. This is done by asstgning each source one-fourt"11 
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the corres~onding source }S designated as first. This process 
continues until an arrival order has been established. 
6.26 Subroutine for Placing Arrivals in. the ·Wa}ting L-ine 
-~-t:f-er one or more arrivals have oc.curred.: ·and ·an ·~rriv~l· -c'.>rd·er 
has: b.een det·eririined·.~ the arrivals a·re: placed in fhe waitJQ~:' Ji:n:e ·by 
t'his subroutine. Th,e designation ·of: ·:the· Jt:rs·t ·arrival is :_stor·ed, at 
the end of the w-al·t.--ing line. Th.is·. ::ts .. :done b'y -usln_g· ·the·, add~e.s.s ot: 
the e:nd of the watt-·tn_g 1-ine which, wa·s p:~e\tiqu:·s1y st<>.red in location 
QCHECK. The SEfrvice time oJ t·h;e: arrtv:al ls, al.s.o sto·r.ed, along with_ 
the sourc·e des1g.nat-ion.. T·his· proc.e.ss is contfrtued tit:tti.1 all the 
~rrivclls hav·e been .. plac·~d i.tt :the waiting lines. .in th·e ord-e:r ·previously 
es.ta}~'l~Js.he.d. b:y th-e: ··rando1n .~rrival order subro.ut:tneo. 
·fi:.:27 S:ubrouti11_e· for Che.eking for .Free. Chartµ¢'ls 
1.li-i;_s· subroutine compar.¢s :EllJS¥1,- :l3US.Y2.~ and .. Bus·y~ to :z··e·~o. 'The 
:ft.r.st service stat ioh tfi·at is f.ound to '.1:1.av.¢: a n·e_gat·iv-e· :sto.r·a.·g.e 1-o~:~~ 
t-ion is then known.: to b"t~: free. The actdress of _its sto:ra_ge,- lo."Ctati_dQ.: 
ls: then stored .• , T'i-1.e :nfain program can· then store ·:the servi-.ce· ttJlle oJ. 
·the· first p~:·r.$QI.J. ·t~ th:e waiting line in the sto:r'c;1ge, lo:c:at·ion for· th;¢ 
·.:free: ·chann·el. A:fte.r ·th.-e se.rvice time is :st.o·_red i,n the, free channel-.,. 
t-.'he :waiting: tim'e fo-r the first person in· li:n'~ :l-.$. ·~ccum.ulate.d ·an,d. ·the: 
·waitin:g ltne is· shortened by one person. 
·G·. 28 Random Number Gene.rater Subroutine 
Th'e ·r.an·dom number genei:at_ic>n. ,subrouti-ne consists of on-ly: re.s:erved 
;_~to.rage spac.e. when: the ·.object program is read into memory:. 13ec~_u·se 
~J-t:fr~· were .four different methods of generating random numbers used in 
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eliminated the necessity of writing and assembling four different 
I 
simulation programs. The generation subroutine must be written in 
machine language and entered as an input. Instructions for preparing 
the generation subroutine and other input tapes are included in the 










;. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
7 •. 1 The Random Number Generator Tests 
·The i·ni:t._ial phase of the experimental design consisted of th¢ 
selection of· the pseudo-random sequences to be used in the simulation 
of the dat~ 'C()llection equipment. Chapter 3 shows that X~ 9 is the 
' 
cri ticai .clii-'s.q:u-ar_e value for the goodness of: =fit, independence·, an·ct. 
run tests. A lev¢1, of· s.i:gniftc·anc~ of- .f.iv·e pe.rcent was chosen for· 
it:h:e. stat-i:sti.cal .te:sts ·Of ·randomn:ess.. Thus, the critical val~e fo:r' 
~ll. three t.est-s·- o·f z··andomness is ~ .05 , 9 =16. 92. ·This ·1~v,el of· ::.~rig~ 
c--
, 1;1·.i:.':f fc:an.c e was u·sed throughout the :experiment. T_he value of n.:, tbe· 
,quJfnt1ty .of :ran:dom numbers teste.c:l in each blo¢'1(, was- :chosen as ·.:J..oo·o·. 
in t.his stuqy_. 
Si.rtc-e s·:eq:µ_eri¢es. ·wtt·h v>a,rying degrees o.f non-rando~n~·s:s· were 
d.es:ired:_, ·classes ol. starting values were tested that b..ave. been pre--
viou.sly shown to haVe poor statistical properties. Even wi-t-h apriori 
kno,wledge of thes~ ·c'las_s:es of starting values, approximat-ei..y 70 :ho.u·r:s . 
..... -"'· of IBM 1620 time· :w.as required to isol~rte sequences with sttitabl-e 
properties. ·Table· 1. ·of Appendix C summar-iz:es- the stat.is.t.ic~t:l testJ.ng_ 
of the fo.u_r methods o·f random number gene~atlon· •. _ 
. . ·• lt ls: general knowledge in the field of random number generation 
that a small multiplier (a) will result in poor statistical properties. 
Consequently, small (a) values were chosen for the statist.ical tests 




was chosen as the statistically acceptable multiplier for t.he, ·mu1ti-· 
plicative method. This multiplier had been tested by the author 
previous to this study. Table 1 of Appendix C shows the results· of. 
the st at ist ical tests for a = 13, 21, and 100077. 
The work of Allard, Dobell, and Hull [1] was extremely helpful 
:in isolating both acceptable and un-,ac.cept.able ·~,eq-uenc·es using the 
mixed congruential methodo Tlj.eir r.es.ults: lndi.c·ated that ,mos-t po_or 
multipliers are congruent to 1 .(Mod :50,0). ·Thtrs, t:h..~- v-a.l_ue.s· -of 
~ = 2501, 400.1, and 5001 were cli.oseri as .possible ,poo:r, ·rnulJ i.pli¢r·s .• 
Their result-s also single out. a_ = :LOl as an acc.,eptable µiultfpl:i.~fr·, 
Table 1 shows the results .c1:f fhe· :st atj.~;s_tica.1 t-ests fo·:r ·a. =· ·~5'Qi,,.. ·4tjo:i.:-, 
5001, and 101_. 
. . 
The testipg: of the mid- square m~tho~·. :prd:ce~d·ed· ori._ a more -hap~ 
hazard ba$i.s·-.. It has been shown in :[·7] ·fha-t.: the· ·mid:.. squctt,e me:tchod. 
c,annot be. an_-~lyzed theoretically. The ·choice of .a s:'t~r.ti-hg: r·and.om 
·numbe:r is a:rbitrary and the posslbi.I·it.y :of' .a d-e~e)]._e-rate. sequence 
:exists with any start i9g num_lJ:'er.-, 'rhr.ee· s·tarttng rttimber:s ·we-~e a:r~ 
:b.i trarily chosen and sta.tt.s;t_.··i..:¢J1l}y tested.. ·Ta;ble ·t shows· th·e- ;r·es:iil:t-s 
.cff these tests. The first two sequences tested degenerated_ t:q ... z.e:ro 
·while the third sequence remained stable for one. hun'.dre·d ·thousand_ 
numbers. However, it is possible that the st,abl.e· s:·equence: :Cycled·: a 
number of times while the one .hund·r.ed thous·~nd. numbers: wer·e being: 
generated. Cycling in the mi,d~·sq·u.are m~thod ·i~ ·l..µt·pos:·s.ib.le t·tl determine 
without using unreasonable amounts of comput .. er time. 
The starting value for the modification of Lehmer' s method is 
detennined by the method itself and thus ·01;1ly one test was neces.sary. . 
. . 
-4-4·. 
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·The -results of this test are also shown in Table 1. It wa~: (ou.nd 
that the sequence cycles at n = 9000 for any starting value. In 
splte of the cycling, the sequence was still used in the experiment. 
The sequence was not eliminated because the opportunity for the study 
of the effect of Jo:iown .c-ycling was thought to be important. 
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7.2 The Simulation Phase of the Experiment 
The six pseudo-random sequences marked with an asterisk in 
Table 1 were chosen for the simulation runs. The simulation phase: -'of: 
the experiment·was then designed using these six sequences as a basis, 
The following results were chosen for statistical analysis: 
.1. Average waiting time. 
2. Average length of waiting· line:. 
3:. Percentage of arrivals- finding the system ·bus,y. 
4. Maximum waiting time fo.r any arrival. •./ 
5. Maximum length of wait:Jl'l.g;: line. 
T.bese reij_\llts were_ .chosen because: it .wa·s. _:felt that t--bey we·r'e: 
-r¢pi-,e·$_ent::a.t iv-e O·f t.he result S desired ._11)._ mo.st: Wai t·t:n-g l .. trte s.imul:a-
'·\, Tb¢: d:a.t: .. a :c_o1.1·ec'tiQJJ.. s_y:s't .. em ,paramete:rs ,ren1ai:ned f°i.xed throughout 
-t;he ·experiment. The ·v·alu_~s ·p·f these par_amete:rs. :were, previously 
• covered in Chapter 5. Tb_¢ sample size for one ·simulation ·was then 
fixed at 10,000 arrival~- aQd 20-, 000 wa'it ing line.s: o-bse·rv-ed. The sim-
ulatio·n pfogram outputs the results when each of these two sample 
siz·es are reached. This results in equal sample sizes for each in-
dependent replication of a particular simulation. The particular 
sample sizes resulted in approximately two hours computer time for 
each simulation. The values of 10,000 and 29-,900 were choseQ b~cause: 
·_e.s.t:l_ni:ates of the standard deviation of the results were avat.lable, t·rom: 
p:tevious simulations at these sample sizes. 
It was initially planned to use multiple " " . t t.ests to compare the 









statistically· :poor sequences were to be compared with the results 
using the mixed method with a= 101. Thus, the simulation answers 
obtained with a = 101 were to be used as a standard. However, it was 
decided that any standard wou.ld only be hypothetical •. ,The select ion 
of a standard necessit·ates the assumption that the use o.f. ·the st·andard 
re·$ul ts in correct ·or t:rue simulation answers. 
As a result, it was d·eci'i.ded ·to use analysis :of varfan·ce- f.o.r s.tJn~ 
:~1.ation results that could b:e J1.:ssumed to. be nonnall.y .di.strt1:>4·t-ed.: 
Jndividual comparisons could ·still 'be made using Sc:hef·f.e':·s .S-m.et;ti.<>.d 
of judging cont.rasts [22J. ··'fh1·ough the use of t-hi3 S-.me:tho.d, .. comp~:r~ 
isons between s.imu.latto11, t~s.~1t·s ·c .. an be made w-tt.J1c;:>'ut setting· \l.P a. 
hypothetical '.st.anda.rd:.;. 
an.aly·s.is-· cp:os.eil., t~h.e number ·of. independent si'muJ.a.t.ions or repllc-a't..±qris 
·u.s·tn_g· ·a part~cular seq_uen,ce w.a~· .. cfetetro,:ined. Table· 2 cif. .Appendix C 
ttal method. The s~ple size calculations were made ·.pn :an :L'ndlv-idual 
comparison b·asi·s and ~ire shown in App·e:ndix D. Indiv.i~lU.a_l cotr1p.ar.f:so:ns 
were used b.ecaus·e the s-method has le:s:s power tha_n· the overa:1.1 ~t1:a1-: 
.Y~i~ of :v.~r,~[ance·. Therefore, a sample: size chosen on th~· 1:rasis o:£: 
.indlvidt1.~.l c·o.mparisons would be mor.e: ·t:han sufficient fo.r· the- analysis 
of· -var.ian·¢·e t·.est: fo·r: a given Type Two Error. In making th·e sample 
.s.f:z·e c~JcQ:°lat ion:s:, the ro~x'iinum: S·ampl.e vari-an<;e Q.·t .all the results was 
e·stimated. This· est··imate was then used to .c~lc.u.i-~t:·e the difference 
in means (9) that is detectable for an in-cre~stng number of replica-
tions (r). The computer time necessary' .for five replications was then 
calculated. 
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The computer time was found to be approximately the maximum time 
that was economically feasible. The corresponding value of e was 
then examined and was found to be sufficient for this study. As a 
result, the number of. replications was chosen· as five. 
Analysis of variance and Scheff_e' $· S~met:hc)d ·are.: ·ya.lid for the 
average waiting time and the avera:g·e. 1~:pgtij of :wa.ittn:g. line becaus~ 
the Central Limit Theorem assures. ·a clo:se. _approximation ·to: n9$ality 
at the large number of waitip.g :time·s and .wat·tirt:'g: li.ne.s obs.erv·ed· 1.11" 
e:.ac:h sii:nµiation. Analysis of variance can also be used for a .bin·om:ia:l 
v.ari·able, (P). .if the transfo·:rmat-:ioti ·.2· ,arcsine {P is used to :o-bt·afn· 
·a-pproximat.e normality. The atcst"i1.e tr·ansformation w.as u:s·ed· so. that 
a-r1a.lysts of variance: could .-also· be· applj.ec:i t:o the perc.entage O:f 
:~tr.-r:itvaI·s .. finding the system. ·busy .. _ 
/A p.reliminar.r te$t fc>:r -bomo·gen¢o··u:·s: ·va·riari-.ces· ·was- planned for the 
r~:sµi_:(s that were as·sumed: ·to: be. :nonnal~·y d}s.tr.ibut.-ed. ..T.he classical 
test Jo-r homogeneous va.-r.'±:a:n-ces is. Bartlett ' s Te:s1: .• 'It ·was. decided 
t.,hat ·t.his test would pe_ liseci;. :although the standard x2· :apprq·~l~_at1·on 
.to the M statist:ic -w:c>ulcf n"C>.:t· he. used. When the ni are sm~ll,. th"i:·$ 
:approximation can ·.int.roduce considerable error [2]. S:.i·nce· .t.his te_s.f· 
is critical to the .entire analysis, Table .. 5:. lb .fn (2J wa:s used ·for the .. 
maximum values of the percentage points of M. 
A number of authors in t4e tield of ·stati~_t1.c·~1 :testing :_obJe·ct ·t·o· 
a preliminary test for homogeneous variances. The objection is 
u-sually made because Bartlett's Test could show unequal variances when 
actually the variances are homogeneous. In this case, the analysis of 







Snedecor proposes a partial solution to this problem in [23]. An 
approximate analysis of variance can still be applied when there is 
an indication that the variances are unequal. This test is base·d t)n· 
weighted mean squares. Admittedly, the? le.v·e1 of significance wi.11 
change somewhat due to the pl'.'eliminary test. However, the r-i·~k taken 
is somewhat lessened :by using the approximate analysis: of variance 
:method if the .variances are shown to b~ unequal. It w.as fe1.t that the 
:~dditi<>nal in"formation obtain·.ed fJ1r· off-s·ets the incre:a's:e'd r.i:sk·_,. 
:s,i:nce no·t_hing could be .assurtied ·abdµt the dJ.s'tri.but'i.o.tl. of. t·he· 
m_aximum wai_t,t·ng time and maximun,t :i·ength .. o! :w.a.it i;n.g .. line',. -tl:- ·.nonpar-a.~-)n;e.trtc test wa,s .:n.ecess.ar.y .. :The.' '-l(ru·ska1-·Wal.lis One Criter.fa Var:1.-ance . .. . . - -. .. . ·. .. . . . . · .. '.. . . . .. ' .· .. . .· . ' 
o·f v;arian·ce. It .is essentially a npnparam_etric .on.e_--way -an:alys_is :o:f: 
v··arianc·e b~c.ause it applies when it is: ·desired to d:ete.ct- ·a ci.i.ff-erenc.~ 
:ln means ft>r· K.·: independent samples.-. .~o attempt was Iitade: t:o_ ca:lculate 
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8. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The simulation phase of the experiment consisted of five in-
dependent simulations using each of the six pseudo-random sequences 
chosen for the study (Table 1 of Appendix C). The simulations were run 
"\ 
and. the desired results were obtained without apy serious difficulties. 
:Sinc:e each indepe.ndent: slmulation required apprcJ'ximately 
t~tal computer time fof the experiment was approximately 
two hours, t·~e. 
~,t h . six y ours. 
T.he simulation results that were obtained using each of the bias·ed 
·.ilseudo...:random sequences are shown in Tables 2 thru 7 of App·end.ix 'C~: 
The average waiting time results for each sequence ~.-re: $hown i.n. 
Table 8. Bartlett's Test and an.alys.i:s 'C>-f variance were applied to ·t:he,: 
:·~ve.ra.ge waiting time results giving the values M = 7.36 and F - 1 ,16 ....
,r:espe.ct.i've··1Y. The average length of waiting line results are shown ;iri. 
·Tab.le 9.. These results were similarly analyzed giving the values 
M. = 5.19 and F = 1. 22. The res.ults for the percentage of arrivals 
finding the system busy are shown in Tables 10 and 11. The same two 
tests were applied to these.- r·esults giving v.alues :<if M - ~o:.86 and 
F = 1 •. 29. 
The maximum waiting time result::s. fo.r each sequence are s·hdwn in 
:T~:l?·le 12. The nonparametric y.arianc·e· ].:1ha.ly:sis test was applied to the 
·maximum waiting time results glv.i-ng: t·he value H = 5.05 .•.. The maximum 
length of waiting line res';t1lt s ~re shown in ·Table· 13 •. The nonparametric 
test v,as also applied to thes~ result·s .giving the value H = 4. 80. 
Examples of each method of statist:ica.1 analysis are included.: in, 
Appendix D. 
If all of the test statistic values given above are compared with 
50 











.their critical ·v·a1ues at a 5% level of significance, 1.t:: c·an be seen 
that they are insignificant in all cases. This shows that the effect 
of the biased pseudo-random sequences on the sim~lat.ton results was 
.~:tatistically insignificant in all cases. .A· .. s.umma.ry o:t: the: ·v~ltfe:·s. of the 
test statistics is included in Appendix-D. 
Table 14 of Appendix C shows a surnmaty :of: t:he :means· a·n4 v~)?J..an..ces 
.qf the simulation results. Examinatio.n. of ·T~.b.le. 14 1giv.e·s. so1ne "ips·i.ght 
:into areas for further study o By exarnini11g: th.e co.l.umn ·c:or..respoµd1·:~tg 
to the modification of Le·bme:r"s·· method, it c·an· ·be seen :tha·.t ·each t.:.ype 
:;f·ound iti- t.·he column: cor.respond:tng to t.he rn·i:,ced method ·With. ·unac:c:~.p~a::1;>:fe 
. . . -v2 :a.tors in· t'.hat Its ... go·odnes:s :of fi:t chi-~squ~.re· ·ya.,lue (.A.A) is ext,=rem·e1y 
high. Again, ~1t:ho.ugh it :is: ·not. stat.i:stI9ally significant, p:oor 
goodness of flt could .. ha·ve. <!ause:d :t.h~ high sample vari.ances •. lt. s·hould.' 
·b~- erµp.h~sized that these t;wo .Poin.ts :ar·e, .on.ly conjectuf:es and. ·would re-
_quire further testJn.g ·before an.ything ·conq):µ.stve can oe sta.te.d. ... 
A pos~ible explanation of insignifica.nt :~ff~_ct:.s cou1d be:· .connected: 
with the simulation subroutine that rando.mizes the ar.rival ·.or.der.. This 
s·ub·routine could b~ t.llo~h.t·: of as a "scrambling routine.'·'· E·a:ch time 
t·he subroutine is used,. ari unpredictable quantity of r'ti.11dom: numbers is 
used. If any pattern is present causing a random number to be used for 
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eliminated by the subroutine. If a :P.a.ttern exists, poor serial c·o:rre~ 
lat ion properties would probably: have their greatest effect. · It.· is .. 
possible that the "scrambling routine" eliminated effects of ·serial 
.. 
_correlation. Again, further testing woul.d .be nec,essary to :"make· _,any 
definite conclusions about this point. 
ef.f ect s, the- re.~1.ilt. s of the exper-inienta.'i ·fµp-s (T~J:>.le,s 2 t.h:r4. 7) \\re :r.e: 
a.n~:),yzed for the consistency· <if·· ~e·s1.tlt\~ w."l:tlii11 ~. p~rti.ctflar :re.plica.t.fon .•. 
·Eac.h replication was· :.~:,{amln·ed t:o d'eterm:i.ne if t.he res1.1lts a;re o! 
the result.s in .each ,col~ an.d. compari.:ng the ranks for ·ea.c:11 repl1cati.on.-. 
If: the results. for· :the mu·1,t:iplica-t:ive :method (Table 2) an·d. the· .mixed 
method (Table ~4} ar.er exanri:ned,. '.it ·can. be seen that t·he re:sults· ,a.re 
surprisingly ·consist:eiit. lt, i:s. :fmporta.nt to notice t·hat the.s.e· .result:s 
were. ·o.b~·at:ned wJth t:he 9111y _pseudq-rand<;>.·m: sequ¢nces t_-hat ha,ie ~cc¢J:>tab'l.~ 
c·hi-.square· values for all ·three st'ati-'stica1 te~t·s. If the rest;tlts :fo.r 
t.he· mid-square method (Ta.b:le 6): and: ·the. modification of Lehme·r• $.: .·metho:d 
:-(Tabl·.e .. '7) a:.re examined, i:t.. c.an b·e.: s.e.en t·hat t-he. ranks of :t·he· .r.es·:ul.t:s 
are: :ext·remely inconsI.sten.t. fo.r ce.rt·afn: re:_pltc·atio.n.s~. ·Rep·11cat,1on;s :3 
.and ·5 in Table 6. and. ·r.epltcation·s 2 and 4 in Table ·7 have: inconststent 
ranks between the ·co·1unms:. representing average results and maximum 
results. This analy·sts .in.dicates that acceptable pseudo-random· S'e-














The purpose of this study was the investigation of the effect of 
biased pseudo-random numbers on simulation results. Throughout the 
-study it was felt by the author that a significant effect would be 
found and that the .results w<>'.u:ld ind·icate the m~gni-tucfe -of -t:he effe.:ct .. 
The effect was st·udfec.r ~by iftt:roducing _random numb~r gen~r·a;t_o.rs ... 
·W:i:th varying degrees o.-f statistical bias. into t-he, sintu.lat:i"ort-.. cff -a 
:d-$._ta collection system. The results .of t.he s:-im\ila.tfons wetf? then: 
-st·atistically analyz·ed to determine: the ·e.ff~ot .of-'. the b·fase·d ,tan-c:lom. 











.. !"O. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The general opinion that pseudo-random number bias has. a s~grttft-
cant effect on simulation results seems to prevail in the fiel.d o::f. 
systems simulation and random number generation. As was previ.o~l~Jy 
mentioned, [10] cont.ain .. s a bibliography of 143 articles pertaining. t;.9. 
the methods and t:h~p:ry ·of pseudo-random number :generation. These· 
articles ·re.present a substantial expenditure :·for research -fn. th·is fte:1d:: • 
. . 
Th.e re.su.lts of t:his study indicate that· .a port:J<:>.P o.f .a:n.y· .f~t:ui:e ::rese_a:rc.h·: 
.~ffort irt this field should be spent in th·e .a.rea. ,(::,:f the· :ef'f:ectt o:f· biase(f 
.Pseudo-random numbers. 
Investigators should co'rr:s-i:cf$:·r t·he. ·fo:.llo·w.1.ng' ·point.s Jn- ·fut·u·rEi 
stu·dies: 
ran·do.m ·numb~:r :~fas. ·.~¢v~r~.l autho:rs [1,. J0:/11, .l9J ·ha·ve; 
2. ··Cycling within: a P?eudo-.ral.}.dom sequence ma:y ha.ve· a, 
significant effeet on ,:si.µiUlation result:s. 
-3.. Poor goodness of fi:t pro.p.~·rties may ·h_a·v·e a s:tgti.i.fl.can:t 
·effect on the va:riance of simulation results·. An: 
attempt could be made to isolate pseudo-random se.q)ieti.ces 
which are statistically unacceptable only: b.e:caµse .ot 
goodness of fit it These sequences could then be intro-
duced into a sirn~l~tion model and the results statis-









Simulations that require only a small quantity of 
random numbers may be significantly effected by 
pseudo-random number bias. 
If a model is selected that can be solv_e:d ~ri..aly.t·t,c.a.11y; 
a standard for comparin_g results would t·hen be available • .-
Finally, this study indl,cate.s that a sui:lrot1tine to 
di-scard random numb~rS mig·ht prove v:aluable in elimina.·tittg 
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RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR TEST PROGRAM 
Program Operating Instructions 
The general logic of the random· number generator t-.est program is 
covered in Chapter 4 anq illu·s.trated by Figure 1. r·he generality of 
the program is made ,poss·i.ble by requiring that the generation sub-
• 
routine be an input .rather than an integral part of the program,. 
Operation of t-he :program requires that the generation Stil:>:r.out-in.·.¢ ··b:e . 
. . 
written in mac:l1i:n·e· lang:Lrage and punched on paper t:~pe_. :rhe :Sub.ro.u.tine 
is t.hen read int·o·. location RAND + l dur~:ng t.he i11itiali:~lqg portion 
of the program. There are 1000 storage 1o.catio-ns :rese.rved. ~t .loc·at:ion 
RAND + 1 and successively higher lo·cations for· the sub.rout.in.e. 
A second maphi.n~ langu_age ,i·nttlal.i'zing· subrouttn·e is also re.-· 
quired when m.ore. t'han .on:e :·oloc:k :o·f· ran·dom numbers is tested from one: 
, 
-sequ~nce-~ .this su.brout.ine st.ores' the last number in the block so 
:t.'_h-at the sequenc:e. c.an: ·be cont:inued when the program :branches :baG.··k to 
start the series o·f· :t·e.sts over again. Memoi•y :io:cat.ion !SEEP +: 1. ahtf 
the 499 success.i-v.,ely· higher .memoi;y locat:ions-. a-re r:e·-s··e·rved-. fo·r this 
subroutine. A t··hird -machine l.angu.ag_·e ·iriltl.aliz:i-1tg ·stil)routine is 
required because: each, ·test· requires ··t-he complete regeneration of t·he. 
block of numbers being tested. The ·program branches to this. su:b-
rout.i.ne befcfte each :test and the subroutine reinitializes the sequenc·e 
t:o: its ·s:t~rtixtg number. Memory location SEED + l and the 499 succes-· 
·s·tvely h:i..g'her memory locatlon.s ar~ re~erved for this subroutine:. '.Th:e 
second and third subroutines mentioned above· are punched on t'.he: same 
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The preparation of the generation and initializing subroutine 
tape requires general knowledge of IBM 1620 machine language. This 
tape is referred to in the program as the generator tape. An example 
showing the necessary machine language instructions for the multi-
plicative congruential method will bett.er explain the preparation of 
the generation and initializing· ~tibroutines. 
Example: L· = 10; a :.;.: l.0.10·2-.I:; X ::.: 2075·421801 
0: 
The following st art.tng: v·alues are r.ead into loca:t"-J.on.·. ·corfST'. 'from. 
the parameter tape. (T·he· pre.paration .o·f the para.metel'." tape· w'il.1.. be 
explained later.) 
.µ :~ 00 r-1 r-1 
d -~ l"- 00 
0 0 00 00 




- -:·o :Cl '() 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 0,, 7 5 4 2 1 8 0 1 2 0 7 5 4 2 1 8 0 1 
' ' 












'fhe required machine language instruct.ton$· are a$ ·fo:l.1o·w·s.: 
·(l) 23 10861 10881 
{2) 32 bb090 00000 
Multi.ply the. fleJ;d =at lo~at:f.Qn. 
1088:l by t.he, field at locaf.ion. 
10861 and .store the product \in. 
location 00.099. 
Set a flag ·at location 0009:o: .. 
:'· ,; j,,,.·: 





(3) 26 10881 00099 
(4) 33 00090 00000 
,(5) 15 00089 00000 
f6) 26 01818 00092 
Store the field at location 00099 
in the field at location 10881. 
Clear the flag at location 00090. 
-Store the digit O in location 
00089. 
St<>re ·t:het f.i.eld at location 000.~'2 
in th;e. field at· loc.ation '0<1818 .. 
'(1), 42 00000 00000 E.O.L. Branch back ·:;t.:<Y the ·.n·ext. se_quenti.a·l 
inst ru.ctJop·_. 
(8) 26 10871 10881 
in, the field: at .l9t:~tion 10871. 
:(.9) ·42. 00()00 00000 E. O.:L... .,Bran.ch ,back· to the. n:~xt sequential . 
. i'nst·ru:ct io.n . ' .. ' ,, ... , .. ' .
(l.O) 2·6. 10881 10871 
:in: 't·he. field :at. locat.ion .. 10881 .. 
(.1.1) '1.2 00000 00000 E. o. ~- Br~nch, b~ck t.o the. :n·.ext '.se,quent':i:al, 
.... '·t· •,. '· .··t···', •... ·· 1. .. n·~ ·ruG: · 1.0._n .• 
Lilj.e·s (1) through (7.): ·make up the mach.ine language generat".i~on sttb--
::.routine. During the initializing stag.e pf. the program, the constant 
.:... 
·g1µ:·1tiplier (a) and the starting random number (X ) are read into loca-o 
tion CONST from the parameter tape. A duplicate of X is, included for 
0 
J.nitializing purposes. When a random number is required, the main 
• 
program branches to instruction (1). Instruction (1) begins by mul-
tiplying (a) by (X ) , forming a twenty digit product. The resulting· 0 
product is shown above. Instructions (2) and (3) store the right hand 
ten digits of the product as the new x1 • The program is designed to. 
62 
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-test three digit random numbers in the form OXXX. The zero must be 
added as the first digit for ease of comparison to four digit numbers. 
Instructions C.4), (5), and (6) form and store the required four digit 
number in memory location STORE (01818). Instruction (7) branches 
back to the next sequential instruction in the mat.n. :progr·am. 
After the series of four tests are performed::, :a subroutlne is 
nee·ded. so that the next number in the sequence can :be -st-o·red and used 
·a.$ tne: starti~g_ value· f9,r a new· ,s~-rles of tests.. Instruct.ions (8) 
Instruction (9) ·bran·che.s back ·t·o t'.h:e ~ain pro·gram. 
Instruct;ion (lO) and (11) ,make: u·p the ini t ialiZi.·ng. sti-o-rc;>titi.ne 
r¢qµired before e-acn- t:es_t-. Instruction (10) stor:es. the. (1.,1pl-ic:ate 
v·a1ue· of X in the storag· e ·1ocation f · X Th· th .................... b_··e_ing·_ · : .-. : . · -.. · .. · :_ 0 · •. · .. ··. · ·· ... _' : ., · · ·_.· · .· .. ·. : or i. · ll~., ·. -~ ?eqt1~nG·e 
·tes-t·ed is st.a·rted at the beginning f.or ea·ch· ·-t·es·t. Instruct'ion (11) 
·.branches :ba.c-k to the main program. lnstruct,tons: (ll ·th.roug.h (11) are, 
-punched: :along with- t-he E. o. L. characters ·on :._pa.p.er t::.ape .. to :m·ake. u·p; t-h·e: 
·g.en.e:rat or· .t-:ape· ~· 
A second input t:a:pe .i~: required and is referred. t.o ,.in :the __ p·rpg_ram. 
·as t:he· p·ar.ame.t:er ·tape. This tape contains the following information: 
l_. A fixed length three digit ~lllllper representing the number 
.of: blocks being tested in the particular sequence. The 
·~\ ) number appears once for each sequence being tested and 
is the first of the numbers representing a particular 
sequence. 
,6.3 
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2. The second number representing a particular sequence 
is the quantity of numbers being tested in each block. 
This number is of variable length and·can be f.rom 
three to six digits long. 
3. The third n·wnber representing· .a .. -.r,~r.t·Jcular sequ.·enc.e· 
- contains t:ne: tnitializing f1eld_s for the random 
number gen~.r-ator subrout irie. i.e. , (a) and (X :) 
0 
for the multiplicative congruential method. 
number is· of variable length and can be any :length 
up, to 10·0 digits. The length and st.ru.ctµre ·o:( ·t-~~ 
t ion subrotit ine . 
. An ·example showing the param.~t~r.· t .. i~J>.e f.ctr t-e-st=:-in·g.: ·t.wo .·s:¢.qu_.enqes. 
lustrate the preparation of t_his tap~.. F.i.ft)r blocks of one thous·an.ci 
:numbers each will be tef3ted for each. :sequep.ce-•.. 
.Exampl·e:':: ·Seq-J.1~nce l. - a ·= 10:1021,. ·x.. · :2o'i542:.1so1 0 . 
SeqtJ~nce 2 - a = 110011., :x· . ,.- ·2ot54·218,0l 
0 
The parame"t.er· tape is prepared as. ·:follows::. l.-'.1 . ,.-:: - . 
(1) 02· E. O. L. Two sequences be·.ing· 
·tested. 
(2) 050 E.O.L. 
·s.equen:C-¢ J •. 
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' 
- - -(4) 000010102120754218012075421801 E.O.L~ Init~alizing fields 
;for, ·sequence 1. 
(5) 0.50 E,. Q .• ,I;;_. 
(6) 10()_() E: •. o·.:·L-.-
(7) :oooo:1.100112:0:7:54.2-180.l,2CJ7642l801 E.:o .• L· • 
. . 
~}:r1es (.l_) through -{7)., al9~_g ·wit_h. the.· -end of. lJQ-:e: q:h:~·t::a.pter:s,-
t:hroµgb ( 4) represent seque~ce· 1 and lines (5) :t:hro.ugh ('?) represe.Qt. 
and. 'can. ·be :~hy num_b_er up t.o a .max.imum o_f 9~ ·s_~q_u.enc·e.s. Th:e stora·g:~ 
•· ... i. 
10·.c,at:to.n CONST al;\Q t·-ne. ·9_9 su-cce.ss:ively ·nighf3:r memory ·1oc:atto·n:s ar.e 
re'.se.rved for ·t.:he· _irti:t-t al_i-zing. fi:eld:s .. 
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," ·.· - . ' 
... ,·· .·, .• -.... . . -- . 
SWITCH ON OFF 
. .. . . . ... 
. ... . . . .. 
. ..... 
1 Tabular Printouts of Tests 1 Complete Tabula·r· Re:sults of 
' 
and 2 :are suppressed. Tests 1 and 2 -~re typed out. 
... 
.. '. 
2 Tabular Printouts of Tests 3 Complete Tab:ttlar Results of 
; , 
and 4 are suppressed. Tests 3 and 4 are typed out. 
3 Test 3 is completely eliminated. Test 3 is performed. 
.. 
4 Test 4 is completely eliminated. Test 4 is performed. 
. . 
. ·.• . 
. -
.. 
:2_. ~fi t~pular· .printouts of any of· the tests are desired, 
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. ~,) 
, .. -J7.~c., ,,~ ··- - .. - - • ~ - •• 
stops every eight spaces starting from· the left-hand 
margin. If chi-square v~lues o~ly are being typed 
out, no tab- settings are necessary. Als.o,: set the· 
typewri.ter f.or single spacing. 
4. After the program ·has been read f:n, :tr:hess START and 
the message LOAD G:ENERATOR TAPE wi1:1 ·Be typed out. 
'Load: t:he ·generator tape and pr.~ss START. The. ta.pe 
.will :b:e: .r.ead and the message LOAD PARAMETER TAPE w'i.11: 
·be:: ·t'y,p·,ed o.ut. Lo.ad ·the parameter tape and th~n post-
ttngs are only :I1eces::sary .when complete ta·b..ula.r 
printouts are .:requt-r~d .• 
. , .................... ., ..... ~,·.·····--·--··-, ···-----------·•'"-•····-~-·--···-~----------·. . ....... --·--········-"··-~ ----------·-
:, 
' . , 
' . 
... 
' . ' -' . ' : '·.·.-. ' ··-: •' '.· .. , ... ,.; '. :, •',' ':,--- '' t k ..... , .. 1i•l1111111, :t . Ir• .....,....,__,,~~•-itlf ... lU,Olt I t1'MINIIMl"l4"••~1tlt .. 1 ~~t:e+_. rt/ ,;,, -.. .......... -.:,.,_, 
·-MULTIPLE ARRIVAL SOURCE-MULTIPLE CHANNEL 
WAITING LINE SIMULATOR 
Program Operating Instructions 
The gen.erail ·10:gt.c of the simulation: program is covered in 
Chapter 6 and i'.11.ustrated by Figµre 2:. The program was generalized 
for this study beCJiuse a d.if.f·erertt generation subroutine was needed 
for each of. the four me.tho·d··.s ·of random number generation being: 
cons.idered. This was done by requiring that the generation stib-· 
routine be an input ·rather· than an integral part of the program. 
Operation of the :progr·am requires that the _getie,r.at-ion subroutine b.e 
writte-I1 in machine l·angtiage and punched o.n.· :p~per :t:::ape. The sub-
routine is then rea·d into RAND + 1 du.ri~g the :i-nit-ia1izing por:tto1.1 
p·f: the program_. There are 120 st_o·rag.e. lo·cations reserved at lp~~t:i9n. 
::RAND: + 1 '.and successively h-1:gher memo:r.y 1·ocations for the subro~_t:i~~-·-
·:oo_rir.ig th·e: initlaltzfng __ portion. of the program, t-hre·e· ten. :d~git 
numbe.r.~ for us:e:. 'i"D· the. r.a·nctoni ·ntiinb.e··r generation _subrol.i1:itie are re:ad: 
f :tQm: t.b.e J:>a.1·ani.et·.e·r tap~_.. 'rhe :p.repa.ration. o:f · 'the: par am et er tape wi 11 
b·e ex:p:Iain.~d. in· detail later :tn ·th:is sect ion. The first of the three 
·numbers i,S the st·a.rting random number (X0 ). This number is read into 
:1·0.cation: NO - 9·. The number is then stored in location RAND (l.54fi3) 
.thus initial.izt·.ng the generatiol). subroutine. T·he ,s.~C!o_nd: number· read 
' is the constant multiplier· (a). This nu-mber is read i-nto. lPG_·a:ti.on 
CONST - 9. The third number ;read is the additive const,ant ('~). T.his 
number is read int·o location ADDIT - 9. The field' locat.lorts o.f. t:-bese: 
t·hree numbers are then NO, CONST, and ADDIT. Th·eir- ·re's·pet!f.:lve 
67 
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numerical field locations are 08914, 08925, and 08966. If any of the 
three numbers are not used for a particular generation method, they 
must still be punched on the parameter tape as zero. Th:e loc·ation 
STORE (08867) is re$erved for the random number after it is generated. 
The generation subroutine is required to place each ·g.en.erat ed number 
.in location STORE. Location SAVE (08992) is l9:e·serv·ed: £ot p·ranch back 
purposes after the g~neration subroutine i-s· co~pleted_._ Bef·ore :bran-ch~-.-... · .. 
ing to, the gene.r.a-t-·ion: subroutine, tJ:1e. main program ~.t·ore·s .. t ;tie :~dd.res:s· 
knowledge of IBM 1620 -mach_irte language. 'r:be f,ollQvi.ing· -exrunp .. l~ snows 
t-he preparation of the· gen~rat ion subrou:f:lne: .-for ·th:e· mtiit:_ip·lic:a:t:ive 
,congruential metn_oti. 








The following, memory locations rep.:rEfsent: the produGt _area for ·tt(e 
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t:be required machine language in$t-ruct ions are as follows: 
::(1..) 23 08925 15463 Multiply the field at location 
08925 by the field at location 
15463 and store the product in 
location 00099. 
(3:) 2·6 .l.546:3: 00099·' 
Set ~- :fl~g at 1-ocat i.<:>n 00090. 
Store "t'.h·e fie.ld at -location 00099. 
"in t:he .f:iel.d -at: Iocation 15463.· .• . . . . . . . 
(4) ·.26 08867 00092 ·store the· field. at location 00092 . . . . . ·-.·· . . . _. . . 
·-f5); 49 08992. 000.0Q .E.O··.:L •. . .. . .. . ... 
:-in t:he £:(.eld at location 08867. 
·ar,an.Ch back t.o the .. n·e-xt sequential 
·.L.ln:¢.~ (1) through (5) make. ·up t~e ~;i.chtn·e· .langti.~g·e.. -generati.01J 
s_u.b·rout.f:ne. When the ~a:i'n: pro.gram: :re·q4i_res :a randon1 number·,: it 
branche:s to instruction. (1) .• Instr.uctioh (l). mult tpli~s (_.~) by (X.) 
·.O 
foOJ:111ing: ·a twenty digit pt-oduct. Instruc.t-ions (2) and (3)· store: ·th.e 
right hand ten digits of. the product as: the new x1 . Instru·<!tion (4): 
st.ores the three digtt· random number· in location STORE (08867). 
:Inst·ruction (5) branches bac,k to the :next sequential instruction .in 
A secon·d input tape is required and is referred to in the progr.·am 
a·s :tJie parameter tape. This tape contains the following informati.on·: 
1. A fixed length two dig.it number representing the numbE?r 
of. s.imulations being ruµ_. This number appears only once: 
as the first number on the tape •. All other numbers on 
the parameter tape appear once for each Simulation being run. 
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2. A fixed length two digit number representing the simulation 
number. When more than one simulation is being run, ~rty.-
particular simulation with a simulation number other- tJ1.art. 
01 does not require arrlv--al ·and service time di-stribu_tions. 
In other words, simuJat:i-on .numbers not equal to 01 eliminate. 
the necessit:y ::fo:r r_e-J:i~ating;-: the same distributions when a 
number of repli.catio~s :of 'the s:~ne simulation are being run.., 
~-.. A fixed length six dig-,it tiu_1nper representing the st.mu lat ion: 
sample s_i-z·e:- in: :arrivals·. Whert the number o.f :a·rrivals equa:l.s-
t-J~i$ -nuinb.e.r:,· a ta.ble· ·o.f sim~_lat_i_on r_esu:i.ts is printed • 
. o . .f". simulat·-ioi:1.- res:ults 1:s _printed when ·the si-inu:lat:iort re.aches 
!i.: A· fixed l~ngth. eight. dd.,g:it number representing the simula-
·t,ion .:s·ample size in· tiJti'e :u)1:L.'·ts. A table of s:imulation 
r:e.s.uit.s is printed w1J¢,n, .t:l);e stmulat.io.n r:ea·ches this $:~pJe. 
·~{i.ze·. 
·random number· :(X
0 ) . 
:1-9: A fixed length ten· .d'i.g:it number repi9¢$·e.hti._ng: :t.:he· :constant. 
Illul t iplier (a) •.. 
,8:. A .. ffxed .le:ngth t:en: d1g:it nuntb.er representing· t_he· ciddit:i'.ve 
const:·an~. fc.). .• 
. 9 •. A va'.ri·ab.le -.length. number representing t-lte a.rr:i,vgl_ <:li_st.rlbu..;;· 















two alternatt.I'.1~. f"ields. The first field in the alternating 
sequence is :tt five digit field equaling the time between 
. l' 
arrivals. The second field is a three digit field equaling 
the cumulative probability th.at ,qotre.s;ponds to the time 
between arrivals. This 'Will. be: iJlu·st·f.ated by an example 
later in this sect ion.. The numI?~r· ca.Ii :h.e· :6:f ~-ny length up 
to a maximum .of 16.00 d.lgits.. A·11 aJ~rtv-a:.l d.istributtons ·ar:¢· 
o.i" this form ai;ict c·a:n :b.e ·any 1ength .µp· to 1600 digits .. 
10. Arrival distr1}but"i~orf f.or source t..w.o. 
11. Arrival dt:stributtc;>n f:o:r· ·sotJrc.e t_hre·e. 
12~ Ar·t:i-v.al- dJs.tri.bution for source four •. 
13.. A v:_ari-abl~: length number representing_ the· .SEfrv··itc~ t.:lm.$ :{lis-
.•. 
·t ribu:tton tcfr· source one. This p.untber i·s: mad.e. U·p. of: a s·~:rl-es 
.. Th:e second ·field is another t_·hree·: d;igj_t field eq_µ·all.ng· th~ 
·cumu1at:ive· prob~l:J°i:lity .corre ..spondtng· to the: $·e:rv.1c.e·· time. 
Tlr-is· ·will also q~e: il:l.ust·r-ate.d by an: ·erx:fu~tpJ~,.e l_at.·e.r· .in t.his: 
_s-e~·ticJn.·. The nunrber can· b.e: of any len:gth µp to· a. tnax·_i.mum, ·o·.f 
.$.E?Q qfg;it:s. · All .sery-tce. time.· ·d.ist.ribu·tions· are:: ,o:(. th'i.s: form 
·but h~ye ·c;ltfferent. max:iJ~1u1n lei;i_gth.s. 
·o.f any length up tio· :240· ·g:lg·i_ts.. 
15:,.: Service time distribu.t.ion fo.t- source thr·ee-. ·The n-~~p~t· tfaii 
1,-",1 
b'.e of any length up :to. a -m·aximum of 120 di._glt-s.: 






16. Service time dis:t.:rfbutloh .f.or· source four. The number can 
be of any length up· to a maximun1 of 60 digits. 
17. A fixed length nine digit number which is read in-to BUSYl. 
. lf the number (000000000) is used, channel on.e is available 
"for use in the simulation. lf ;the· ·nu·mber- (999999999) is 
:used, BUS·Yl wi.11 never go n·eg·~~tve and thus channel one is 
'bloc.ked .f'ro_m· the ~lmul.atio~. The s-EtD.1e logic appli«{~: ·to· 
9:ll~:nn·el t:wo and. t_hree.. 
19-._.. A: ·:ttxe.d: length ni.ne ,d-~.g--:tt number which ts re.ad into :auS·Y3·. 
ln ·addition t:.o the choice of t_he. :numbe'r ·of, .. s~:rvc:~ce stat..i.on:s· .or 
-1\rt-iv:al d·ist-r:i.btit ton;, :enter 9-9~"9900099999999 .E:., o. J~. 
·s.e·ry_;i. Ce t.ime dt st ribut ion; .enter 0000000009.9.9. ·E. 0. -~-.: 
.Art ~xample of the parameter ·tape for _a hypo.thetical $t¢u::t_.~t"ion .. 
,wi1·1 help. to ¢lartfy the preparat·ion of. th·is t~pe-. 
Exanrple: ·su,ppose it: is desired to ruri two independent samples 
of a system wJt:.h ·two- arrival sources and two s:ervice stations. Al_so·, 
suppose that .t_h_e ._n:fu:ltipllcat_ive congru.ent·fal met~o,d of random 'rtuni:b*3·r. 
generation ls being used ancl: ··t:he ·f.o.1..1.owin'g v:alu .. es have been formulalec;i_. 
Results are des1.red when: 
Number of arri-val$ . · 100.0· 
Number of: --waltirt_g: li·ne:s- · observed - ·200·0· 
































Source one arrival distribution: 




200 • 5:55. 
30.0: 
.. 
·S.o.urc.e one servic.e ttme d·i:st.:ri,but:.i.on: 






$.:6t.1:r:c.e ·t.wo arri Val d-isi :t:1bu:t-i~-On: 
:Tiine Between Arr.fv·a·ls: Cumulative Probability 
500 (const:a:nt} 
.999 
Service Tim.e: Cumulative Probability 
30 (constant) 
.999 
·Random numl;>er generator st:arti.ng values: 
x· 
-








·rhe parameter tape fs pr~:p_ai;ed :as:• f.o.ll_ows:,: .. 
(1) 02 E. O. L. 
·Two: .i·ndependen_t s .. !m.ul=ati"ons 
·being run. 




:•f I ,I' ;' 
·,, ,;i-:i! 
j •. '-~ ·., 
i r.'. 
f, ',i ;_~ . 
·' .. 
-~ .. 
(3) 001000 E.O.L. 
{4) OCJ.2000 E O .·.· ·L .... 
., . . . . . .. . .. 
(5) 90~'.l°QQOO .. E, 0. L. 
(7) 0.000101021 E" 0-.,:L··. 
(~) .0000.00.00.00 E .•. o:·t. 
.. (Q) 0010000000100250 
0020055500300999 E.O~Li 
(10) 00500000005.0.09.99 E:~ O. L-~ 
(11.) 9999900099999999 E .• o.·L •. 
(i-2) 9999900099999999 E. O. L. 
(1.3) 02000002010002167502299_.9· E::.--o·.iL. 
(14) 030000030999 E.O.L~ 
(15) 000000000999 E.O.L~ 
(16) 000000000999 E.O •. L •. 
(17) 000000000 E-.-0 .• L. . '.. .. . .. .. 
. .; 
Output the results when 
the number of arrivals 
equals 1000. 
t.he number .of w·:~it ing: 
,.lines C):lls¢rved. equ·als. ·2.000·,: 
the :simulation t:i.me. -:equals 
10,000 • 
. _St art ing random: qu_mJ>e.r ... 
.Consi-:an·t: mult ipller. 
.The· atfd1.t·ive·: cons.t.ant i.s· .. -· ,. _- . ,.· . . ' . . . 
.not us e_{:L • 
·source: .one :a-:rt:Lval .dis~· 
·t·ri-btit ion-. 
·t:_ri.but·ion. 
dis·t r:ibut ion· • 
. - -. . ~. . . . . ... 
:So-~r¢e two se:rvlee ttme-
·cttstrtbution. 









(18) 000000000 E.O.L. 
(19) 999999999 E.O.L. 
(20) 02 E. O. L. 
(21) 001000 E.O.L~ 
(22) 002000 E.O~L~ 
fl;! f ' (23) 00010000 E.O.L. 
(~4)· 6703429087 E.O. L. 
(_25) 0000101021 E. O. L. 
(26) 0000000000 E.O.L~ 
(27) 000000000 E.O.t~ 
(28) 000000000 E.O~Li 
(29} 999999999 E.O~~~ 
< / ' ' ' ' , ••,I_ :, , ' ' . ·.'I,>,',·<· .1' ,' I:,:··, : ., ·:·.:,·:_'•.:;•I'.:_-, . . ' 
·' .··. '' ,,•, ·.· ',_ . '' ' 
. '' . ' 
-
-;~--.-..,. ... .i; ... - • .....,,....,. _
_
 ...... .,i.._ 
_
_
 ~ ........... ...._._,,a,:_,,_ .. \"-U.:.....>,<'1"\.llli .... ,.,. . .,,.;,~_,·.·~:.•. '• 
Channel two is in us:e. 
Channel three is blocked. 
Simulation number two. 
Lines (21) through (29) 
:contain the data tor s1m.--
··a·ct,~ .. rs.- ar,e punched on pap~r tape to· m._a;l{e up ·the ·par.amet:er t~pe. ~Lines 
:.(2) ill.rough. (19) represent' ·t.he f:i .. rst· .s-:iniulat·i.on, while I.i'nes {20) 
th-rough {2:9) represent the .second: simulation. 
l\,fter the gener~t'.o·r ·ancf p:ar:anreter tapes are prepared, ·the·. ;·ptog.ram. 
_is run: ·11s.ing the fol lowing- .st-ep.s. ':: 
2'\t A_fter the program has been loaded, press S:'l'@~r a.nd t'-he 
me·ssage LOAD PARAMETER, POSITION PAPER, .PRESS S!M! woill 
be typed out. Since the inclusion of :the·- ra:il9Qm ,numbe-r 
generator as an input was a last- minute progr-am· ·change, 
the generator tape must ::b.e: load·ed before the :·p'a~_~e:ter 
tape. 


















3. Load the generator tape and press START. The tape will 
' be read and the READER NO FEED indicator will appear. 
j' ' 
Load the parameter tap~ and position the paper six lines 
from the top of the page. The typewriter should be set 
:for single spacing. Press START and the s:imu.latto.ns: ·w'ilt 
Qe: _run and the· results will be typed put_: ·-e~act ly· :on .. one 
,pag·~·.• 
4 I • 1.· 
~ .. · 




































C ~- - - -- --- - ............ .. 
- -··---··--··---- ..i . _ .. , .. ---·----· ·-- ·---- --+--------
.a=-- 13 8.60 1000.00 424.40 Multiplicative 
Congruential ..,.__ __________ ........ __ . -_.......;_;,__..;....;. ___ ,..,.....,,-.,-··.~.,-.. _........., ........ _____ __ __,.._ _____ ,.._____ .. -· 
·a. -- 21... 8.20 287. 60 111.60 Multiplicative 
Congruential ~-~-----_.,_ _______ ....... ----,;.,.....:.· ·..;..· -+-~---~---·· _______ ____,. _________ _.. 
Multiplicative 3.60 2.60 9.20 
Congruent~-~-~-· +---:---....... · .. ...-.---:, .. ------------+-----~----------4-----~ 
Mixed :~ -· 2:~01 
·c -- 1 
87.40 47.80 7.20 
Congruential t--...;:;..------'---------...... ·· ..;.:.·:---.. -----+------·~-~--- --- --·· .. ----------t~----1 




















a - 101 









x· - 2468013579 -
·:o-
.. 
15 .• 4.0 8.40 i1._so 
17.20 6.40 23 .• 60 
.. 
The sequence degenerated to 




The sequence degener~ted t:o. 
a .seq_uence of zeros. 
.. .. 
-i-~ 
A Modification 23 The· seq,1.(ence found t:o· Lehmer's a.- was of 
Method 
· .... - ~ .. · 
c·ycle 
... 
.. ··- .. . .. 
---- .. 






** Denotes starting values and :method.s· ·'chosen for the 
simulation runs. 
2 
X0.0$, 9 . = 16.92 (critical value) 
TABLE 1. Results of Statistical Tests on the 
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2 •. 86.8 1 .. a,s·-1. 
. . . .- . . . 
•. 
--
......... ~·--... ···.-·· ....... :.·.~------.-- .. -~ 
2. 575 1. 342 
2. 704 1. 347 
- .. 
2 • 725 l .. -.:l5.3 
2. 819 1. 382 
2. 738 1. 361 
o. 0129 Q, .. Q004.  ..... 
.. 




O.f Arrivals Maximum Length Of 
Finding The Waiting Waiting 
.. System Busy Time 'Line 
. ·- -· 
.. 
- ~. .. -·· .. .. 
--- - ·~-· . 
.. . 
·-. 
0 .• 4495 42 7 
. 




.. .. . . 
-·· 
.() ·42.80 
. . . . 
. 35 6 .. 
. 
' ,'. - .... 
:o. 4·fl'C)5 33 ·5' 
•-.;,• 
.. 
. . . . . 
.. . 
0.4420 4-1. 7 . . 
. . 
·- '.- .. 
o. 4464 38 7 
........ - ... _ -~··---.. 
o. 4412 37. 80 ·6.-.io 
--·---·----· 
_ ....,._. __ 
.. 
... ..__..., ____ 
' ... 




. - .. . • . 
.. i. 
... , .·-.,-··.f 
.. 
.. 
..... ----.. ·-· ·- -·-··--- -~- ·--· .... -·--· .... ·• .. 
' . -• . · . .. 
' Average Percentage Maximum 
Average Length Of Of Arrivals Maximum Length Of· 
-ite·.i{lf ca t.·~o~· Waiting Waiting Finding The Waiting Waiting 
Time Line System Busy Time Line 
....----·· -----+-----...----·--·--·-· ·- .... -------·-..---------1~--------1 
r 
1 2.796 1.379 0.4403 36 -6 
·.r ( 
ii ........................................ ___ --------------~ ..... ----'--------+-------,-+--.--,...,.. ____ __,.. 
2, '· 2.541. 1.312 0.4331 32 
·' .. 
. .- ----.....-------------1~---·--------------·· --'-•t---------..------~---------··. -. --·"""'"" .......... ~ 
. 
2. 6'42: .1.,aaa 0.4347 3.1 
..-··-·-----.--~-----... :._;.. . ...:-.:_. __ .··-· ... ;. . ·-· ... · .. 
4 o .. ·4310 .38 7 
.. 
,..__.. ___________ --~-.-..-~--____ _..., _____ -··- ....... ~---. ..... : .. -- - - - --- -~ - -- : -- ~-... ~ -~~--~~- . . _---,..__.......,..... _______ .......,_, _____ ."""!'_.._:-I 
5 2::. 687 1 ... :3:4"2: 0.4448 40· 
.. .. _. 
.. =============================:t===== .. =-~,---=--::--.-·--=--=--.. '"'=--=-··""t----=------=--=---=--=---=-- ------------~t==-=-=-::.:---··....;.-=-·=·=· --·--_. -·.:::-========= .. :,~-.,-. -.... _....,... 
- I X 2.661 1-. 344· 0.4380 6·.o.o [I 
I' ' 
I 
...... -------~--------- ·- .. 
•. 
. .... 
. ··-~-~ ... ' . ' · ... ·· ----------···-·. --- - --~,~""4· 





s·2 d._.0086'° o_. oooG: 0.00002, 14.so· 0.50 
--.. _______ ,__ ______ ___. .......... ---· ·-· ·.--.. ··-·-· ..,_,~-- ~~;.' .. 
.... _,__.,. ____ -----------.. -·-· ---·-- .. 
' 
TABLE 3. S-iiriu·.l:at'i6n -Res_u.lts· ~ Mult.-tp·It.¢a~-~ve. G9.~grue_nt·:i.a1 ':Me.t:ho.d' fa - ;?'I . .) 
.... 




- . . 
1 2. 712 1 • ·355· o. ·4376 :3.2'· 6 
·,. 
.. 
. -~:a-....... . . .. 
. . . . . . .. . 
... 
2 2 • 920 1. 400 ·o ~ 450:0 4'6 
. .. · ,,, ·8: 
.. . . ·-. 
. . .. 
.. ... 
..,. ____ .. _______ 
-
·-·---· ·-- -
. ... -.......... _ 
- -- -·· 
:·:·~ -:-.-~· "'"'.:· .. 
.... ·- ," - -· --
•. 
.3.: 2. 760 1 • 361 0 .• 4:430': ,43 7 
.. 
: 
--- - • . 
.. 
.. 
.. ... '•. 
.. 
', . 
. . •, . . .. 
• I• 





•.• ... ... 
.. 
,·· . 
5 2. 748 1. 365 0 .4420 33 6 
--
,_ 




S2 o. 0143 0. ()010 0 
.•. 00.003 43 • 30 1. 30 











TABLE 4. Simu1.at}fo.n Ji¢su.lts·, -- Mixed Congruenti.al Metho.ct· (a - 101)· 
.. 
- . ~-,;., .~·:•-:•·.,·.· ., -,.·:,; 
Of 
.. .. .. 
... • . 
. .. 





















. .. . . 
.. 


















, . .. 




·- . '.. . . 
t : .... 
... 
.. .. 
··-4 2 • 946 l • 449 0 .. 44 .. 2·3 '5J~ 7 
,· : 
. , .. 
,•• .. .. 
5 2 • 542 1 • 278 0 • ,.44'42· 3_-4. 5 
. . 
. , 
. x 2 • 737 1. 3S8 :o. .4424 41. 00 6 • 20 .; 
... 




0.3~0 Q.04:4 o. 00004 .151' •. (}{) 1 79 
·s·· o. :Q:. 
• - .. '. 
.......-=:-~-- ·-· ·.····· . _ .... -:- . ·. ---. -· ;..,.;. ... -







TABLE 5. is· . i1'.ilU.l.a/t··i.on R~su:l.ts - Mixed c.on:grueri;t-:i.~l :Me.thod (~ .. sop·i-> 
cC·!..'...:- .. ,~'.._.•, .• -· /,·.··~--- ··•-••'-, ·•-·- --.--;'.-,,,, _;__~:.:...,·.:-__ .: ,.:,:._, •••· ,,,-, .. ·,, 





















































. . . . .. 
--
. . . ,· .. .. .... .. . .. 
. . ..·· 
--
·Aver.ag.e. Percent age 
Av-er.age ·Length :Of Of Arrivals -Maximum 
·wait ·• Waiti·n·g ing Finding The W-aiti.ng 
Time L·ine System Busy Time 





2 • 711. 1. as·s 0 • 4464 44· I· 
·,.' 
2 • 809 1 •. 381 0 • 4476 32 





2. 698. 1. 353 0 • 4.3i9·5 ·.3'5. ... 
.. . . ·' 
.. . . 
2. 654 1 I 326 o. 4463 47 
. . . . . -
-
2. 718 1. 356 o. 4438 41,.QO· 




.. .. . . 
I 
"· I o. 0031 o:oo.~: :o .-0·000 .. 2 4~·-"' ?:0· O· \ .. • \ 
\ 
' 
.. ~ --:...~-.-·-. _ .. ·.: - .. ·' { . . ... ) 












. . ·.· ... 
I 










.. . . 
. . .. 






· . .. 
• . 
(_\ Average Percent age Maximum Average Length Of Of Arrivals Maximum Length Of Repii.c:~t:ion Wait ing Wait ing Finding The Waiting Waiting 
·. Time Line Syst em Busy Time Line 
.... 
. . 










2 2 379 1 294 :O. 4063 : 40 6 • • . .. 
. .. 







. . ... . . . 





~--~--- -- -------~ -, 
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. •• I \ 
-·-·-·-.,~ .•. 
- - ,---------- -- --- ..,._._ .. . . . . -, ·• . .. 
.. . . 
:~---· .. -.: __ 
. .. .. 
·2· 
:0-.0·02:~. 0.:.0.003 S-: .. 0 033'1 q 34 
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-W~BLE 7. S"imµ·t.atio .. n. :~~·sults: - A Modifica.tion. of .-Lelune,r·'·s· ·'Method 
:~ 
'I~-'_.:·...... . , . --_:_; ... '· :..- ,,_. h-. -,.- • ·, .o4 -:: .... , - : 
.. 
. .. ... . 
.. . ... .. .. . 
Generation Mult. ; Mult. Mtx~d Mixed A Mod. Of Method Congruential Congruential Congruent,±a:1 Congr1:1ential Mid-Square Lehmer's Meth • 
.. 
- --·-Starting a =· 101 a 
-





.. --x! .. 3.60 s: 20 15.40 123.60 17.20 . '~ 
-x.2 
B ·2.-,6.0 :2·s1. 60 8.40 145.20 6.40 CYCLES 
' 





2.868 2.796 2.712 2· •. 564 2.7il 2.634 Average 
-· -
. 
. . Waiting 2.575 2.541 2.920 2.655 2.809 2.379 Time 
.. 




. . Simulations 2.725 '2.637 2: .• 584 2.'946 2.698 2.831 
( \ 
2.819 2.687 2.748 2.542 2.654 2.46J 
. I ~ .. _ .. _~-.-··: . -- . -
-·--· - ----- ·---· 
.. - .. 
- .. -. 
- .. --
. . . 
. - ---- - -· . ' -.. .. 
··--··-~ 
-I X j 2.738 2.661 2.745 2.737 2.718 2.552 
-----·-·. _. __ ,.. ... -, .. 
----=--·-_:.· 


























-------------------------···-'!' -- .,_ . .., ---~-·· ... ·----------~-_:.··-·;_..;.··:·-.--·:_:_:--··:_ .. __ ... •. -· 











A Mod. Of 
Lehrner's Meth. 










a - 21 
s. ao, 
111.60 
a - 101 
C - 7777 
a - 5001 
C - 1 X0 =9653042877 a.= 23 
- -- . --- -·---------· -------.,----.. ---1-----------11~-- . -.,-,.-..--
-··---.... 
·15. 40 12;3 ...• 60 17.20 
s •. :40 1·45. 20 6.40 C·YCLES 
11 80 
. -· - ·-· 




Line for Five 
Independent 
Simulations 
1.381 1. 379: 1. 355 
. ·.· .. . 
I •. 30·8 1-.•. ~.5·.8 1.329 
a..--------+----:-----,-----+-------·· ....... - '"-' -------"-"'· ..,..... ___ -·- - - -_ ... ,;.. 
-~--------·· --+-- -,.--------........... --- .. ---------------·---1 1.342 l.312 1. 40.0 ·1 •.. 331 
-l. 381. 1.294 
~--------+----·-------- -· -·--- ······----- ··- .. ----··------+-----=-~--·.---- ·-·- .. ----- --~·····.- -· ··----~--~- ....... -1.347 1.338 1.361 ·1. 422 1.-360 1.252 t-----------..---- -4-• ""'• ·--+-- - ·-------- ... '--. .:.·-~ , ... ---.--.:_.....;------+- -- .. -- _. ..... -...... ,.-·~-.. -._. -- ..... -- .. _ ~ -·-. ···- --- ..... ·- ..... ____ - - -
1.353 1.351 
~-- 330 10449 1.353 1.380 
1.382 1. 3·42 1.-365 1.278 1.326 1.295 ..,__ _____ .....,.. __________ - ·-· .----
•-• ----=-~--~~-~-~-~-~-~• ~~~,~-=-~-.. M~"~--=·:t:::::::::::::::==========·-~~:=.:==============:i===============~ -x. 
J 1.361 1.344 1 -362 •• 1.358 1.356 1. 310-






o._.0004 o. 000.6 0.0055 :O._. 0004 0.0023 
-------=------------~·----,.,.. .  ··-··----- .. · ... -·----. .. . .... -. ·c0·~-- - -.-.. ·- . -~:....;..:.;.._.;. .. _ -~. '. __ ..... ·. ··> ~ .. ---,-...- .;,,,-·--~-- ~':"'-~------- ·------·-,--;.. . ..:.,;..;..- ...... ··- ---· ;_::··~:~-------,----




































. .. ... .. 
. .. 
















1 X0 =9653042877 
. 
3.60 8.20 15-.40 '123:.6:0 17-. 20 
. 
2.60 287.60 8 _·4·0 
•. . .. 145.20 6.40 
9.20 111.60 1-1 .• S(l 15.10 23.60 I 
. -
--
,-.;. +,-; • ~"':" .... J 
.. 
I 




------·-- ..... -~ 
., ... 




0.4405 0.4347 ·o .4430· -. 0.4519 0.4391 .. . ·, 
.-. 
0.4420 0.4370 0.431'1. 0.4423 0.4395 
. . • .. .. 
0.4464 0.4448 o •. 4~·20 0.4442 0.4463 
. . . 
. .. . .- .. ' . 
TABLE 10. :S·:intu:1-at.io·n R:esu:lt.:s-P_ercent age. O! .A:rriv-a .. ls .FlJ~d..~··i).g ,;Fb,~ s·ys·t:enr Bus·y· 
) 
.. 
, .. : 
' • . 
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A Mod. Of 









a - 100077 
9.20 
a- - 21 
8 :-20' .... 
.2·.s1.·so .. 
llT· •. 60 
a - 101 
C - 7777 
a - 5001 
C - 1 X0 =9653042877 a= 23 
. .;. ~-- ,- . ---·------·· - ----·----------- ~..;,..·, ·._..,....-.-·---------1-----,--.............. -,-----. 
15.40 123.60 
145.20 CYCLES 
1.1.80 15:.10 23.60 
.--• ----....----- ....... ·.::. . .:.,. .. '~.;..:;··_;;,-::_:·~·::_:"a :t:=:::·:::· ========t========::i::::::=:::=:-=:=:=::=:=:::::=l s:=======+========--:::i:=:....::=.:;::. =.:;: .. ===~-------· ._,,_ .. _._· ... ·_ :··· ... . --, -- - -----.... 
1.469 1.451 l:•. 4.46 1.439 1.463 1.470 
1.426 1.437 .l.4·71 1.449 1.466 1.382 
Arcsinfi 
.. 
2 J.451. 1.439 1.457 1.474 1.449 1.436 ,: : 
. 
.-. 
-----~-----------+----------+----------+---------t--:---' ---------f-'-~" ·-·-··-·-----1 1 .• 4·55 1.445 1.445 1.455 1.450 1.453 -
.. 
---------+-~-------+---------~-------~----------~ .. -------~ ... - 1.463 1.460 1.455 1.459 1.463 
I 
1.430 
=======::i::::===-~-==-.::..=. - P-- -· ---·- --~--:=::.· .. ::-.. ·._· --
··- .:.· .· --·-:-_:::.:::::. ==~ .. ==========:i::::=-~=======' ·:::;::· =======~ -x. 
J 1.453 1.446 1.455 1.455 1.458 1. 434 -
·-
...._-------+--------- --- -- .. -·--
-- ------------·---+----····· ---·-·----------- -·- .. -----....c...--'--s~ J 0.0003 0.0001 0.0.001 0.0002 0.0001 




















































.3 •. Eid 








































·35.-. 40 37.40 
'' 
" . " 
--
--,·~·--· a 
: l'~.80 43.30 
'' 
... · ' .. .. ....... 
,' 
·A,tix:ed A Mod. Of 






1 X0 =9653042877 a - 23 
123.60 17.20 




30 44 29 
32 32 40 
. ' 
5·7 47 36 
'' '' 
'. 
- ' ' ··: .. 
.. ·, ' •--. 
. .... 
'. ' 
52 35' ,', 3"1. '• 
----.. --.-~ 
--
34 47 25 
41.00 41.00 32.20 
... 
157.00 49.50 34.70 
" 

























Mult. Mult. Mixed Mixed A Mod. Of Congruential Congruential Congruential Congruential Mid-Square Leluner's Meth. 
a 
-










8.20 15.40 123.60 17.20 . 
2.60 287.60 -8, '40 .. . . 145.20 6.40 CYCLES 
9.20 111.60 11.80 15.10 ,a.3.60 
\. 
-
7 6 6 5 7 6 
6 6 8 6 6 6 
I 
.. 
5 5 7 8 6 5 
.. 
. -· 
7 7 5 7 6 5· 
6 6 6 5 7 5 
6.20 6.00 6.40 6.20 6.40 5.40 
.. 
0.88 o·.s:o :1.30 -1. 79 0.30 0.30 
.. ·- .. 
. . 
. . . 
. -· 
TABLE 13. $irtnii:.ation. Results-Maximum Length O.f- -W·a-iting Line 
~ ..... -.. 
--.-~ - ,;;,, • ..:.>;?' ,J ''. znzrs,rrEPW!ittSfWfMfffil! mrmr ?K5Z? ttll'wmnn«MJZ 'W#fflLA'l&lS l&J ... f.WJWSIJ I ... - --
.. 
. 
A Mod. of 
Method of Mult. Mult. Mixed Mixed Lehmer's 
Generation Congruent. Congruent. Congruent. Congruent. Mid-Square Meth. 
-
-Average x. 2.738 2.661 2.745 2.737 2.718 2.552 J Waiting -
Time s~ 0.0129 0.0086 0.0143 0.0390 0.0031 0.0331 J 
-Average X· 1.361 1.344 1.362 1.358 1.356 1.310 J Length of 
Waiting Line s~ 0.0004 0.0006 0.0010 0.0055 0.0004 0.0023 J 
-Percentage x. 0.4412 0.4380 (:).4419 0.4424 0.4438 o.4319 ·. J 
of Arrivals 
Finding The s~ 0.00007 0.00002 0.00003 0.00004 0.00002 0.0003 System Busy (P) J 
-x. 1.453 1.446 1.455 1.455 1.458 1.434 
2.""Ar&,sine JP9 J 
~-
.:.;- .,e. 
Tran:~format ion s~ 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 o~~ 0011 J 
-
J 
Maximum X· J 37.80 35.40 37.40 41.00 41.00 32.20 
Waiting 
Time s~ 14 •. 70 14.80 43.30 157.00 49.50 34.70 J 
.. 
.. . 
-Maximum x. J :s.:20 6.00 ·E>.40 6.20 '6:.40 5.40 Length of 
Waiting Line s~ ·o.:ss 0 50 1.30 1.79 0-.30 0.30 
_J . . . . 
: 
: .. . - . 
.. .•·. 
.. 












Sample Size Calculations 
The calculations are based on individual comparisons using 
Scheffe's method. 
Given: Estimate of the maximum ~- = 0.-0.l. 
·L· ··t··· .. e ...., 
a= 0.05; S = 0.10. ~ '. 
·n. ·= number of degrees of freedom used in calcul~i:i::n~, ·.:if!' • 
. r . number of replications in each column. 
\} J:.= 6 (number of columns)_. 
cr2 cl' 2a2 
V(H) 
- + -
r r r 
I\ 2s2 V(H) 
-
r 











From the .-defi ..nitiqn ·Qf ·r:x ;_ 



















-From the definition of-a: 
- s 0.10 
H - 9 
2~ 
r 
Solving (1) and (2) simultaneously: 
·.- s. 0.10 
·e, - 0.1414 (So.95 + S0.10J: 
;;-
T:he· solutto·n of: (3) for several :v.a-1.ues· of r ts g}yen :belowi:: 





' ·-···.,"----·-·~- ... 
'. r 
· Fp __ ._ 0 5 , 5 , K ( r-1 ) 
3.11 
2 .. 11· 
~2 .. '62 
Fo:. 9 0 , 5 ,. K ( r-1) 
0.306 

















Example of Calculati.ons for Test of Homogeneity of Variance 
Thi example shows the application of Bartlett's test to the average 
waiting time results. 
Ho: 
Let: K = number of samples or columns. 
nJ. = degrees of freedom used in calculating i3 .. j 
6 
N \ · 24· 
. --;;;· -L n_J -
j=l 
:i( 













•ff - 0.1110 j. 
M = 2.3026 [N Log <l n SC:/N) • J J j=l 
6 












~ 2.3026 [ 24 Log (4 X 0.1110/24) - 4 X (-11.1973)] 
··= 7. 37 
95 










'l 1 1 =I 1 1 Ci 1.46 - . - - - - - -~·:. ·. 4 24 -
nj N J=l j=l 
M = M ,;I' 
CJ. ,K,Ci 0.05,6,1.46 








• --o -·---,,~._.-,.~ "'-• "L ~ ·'"' 





,,------.-.-... , .. ,- •"•• ... ' 
Example of Analysis of :variance Calculations 
The example shows the application of one way analysis of variance 















X .. = observed simulation res:uJ.t_. l.J 
ej - effect due to the random number generator. 
-.e. ~ . 
··1J_ 
,X . . lJ, 
e 
·j 
-=· experimental error. 
=· µ,j + e j + etj 
-·· -o 
. 
r- - ~ (replications in each column) 




I - -5 (X. - X)2_ SSi -J j=l i.· 
5 6 
























.. . . .. .. 
2:·9 
. . .... 






~ - sf 





. . -.. 
Est ima.-t.es 
cr2 + n°9 
a2 
·-
























-·-·· . . ·.·····.~·-'/9'::17;;?::?:I\···=+ ...... · ... · ... ·.··.·· ··.· .· .. . :· -··.- ., ...... -·-. -, .·. ·.·' . , _. ... - . ·· .. I . ··.·.· .-. - .. , .· -;·,1,-r;.,i~~i~--=-·;-~ ,'\tQH""' ,, · . .:. ·, ·-,.·' ,.·.·,· .. ··.·.··· .'. ,··.'. :··:-" · . .--·.··· .. '- .,", "'--'-'-,...:.·,,.· ~ . ~~~~~~,....... .lslahlr'~'b.~.f~...,..,._~,,,.-....-~,,_.._......_:.i....,,.__ 
_
 
F ( ) = F = 2.62 (Critical value) 0.05,K-l,K r-1 0.05,5,24 
-
-:Using the value X - 2.692 and the values from Table 8 ; 
6 
s I cXj 
~ = j=l 
5 
- o. 0281 
.s:· :s 
l · l (Xij 




=·· 5( 0. 0020+0. 0010+0. 0028+0. 0020+0. 0007 +0.0196) 
5 




( 0. 0515+0. 0343+0. 0571+0 .17 58+. 012.-&-0.1325) 
24 
F = = 1.46 
0.0193 























, ; :. .. -.-., •• ,..,,.r;,-.i; 
"'~7' I, r .J.•-
i. 
\, 
Example of Calculations for Nonparametric 
One-Criteria Variance Analysis 
·The example shows ·the application of the Kruskal-Wallis _one.-crt,.;.. 
ter1a variance analy-.sis test to the maximum length of waiti-ng·· l:ine· 
results. 
H·o: 'rhe, six independent samples are from the sanie popu:lat-i.on. 













:1 .. 5. 













R. - S.umma tfon- -of the ranks: of c--olumn . .j ,!-J 


















t - the number of ·ti¢d observations in· a tied group of scores. 
'! 
99 







·. :, : ·.~·:: 
.''•(.\1' 





. . I 
6 
12 \ ~ l nj - 3(N+l) N(N+l) 
H - j=l IT 
If-" - ~ 
H r.J X2 r.J ~: 
K-1 
xS: •oJ5 ,,6. ::..:. 11. 07 (critical v:~Jµ¢:l 
U.s itig the· v·.alues in t:.he: table of ranks : 
... 




rf - N 
3030 ·, 
- 1 - . 
26970 
12(37691.00)- 3(30+1) 
5X30 (30+1) (0.888) 
·_ .. · 4.80 
- 0.888 













d §[ ••• IIIIIM .. WP I lrU .... J isl I Tit'! ·=- !. ::... : . 
Summary of Statistical Tests on the Simulation Results 
Critical values at 5% level of significance: 
Test for Homogeneity of Variance 
Analysis of Variance 
Kruskal-Wallis Nonparametric. tre-st:. 
Av:erage Waiting Time: 
F - 1. 46 
Average Length of Wai.t:~r.ig_ Line:=: 
.F. :. ·1 .•. 2.~· 
M 12.10 
F - 2.62 
H ~ ll ... 07· 
.Pe,rce~t.a:-g:.¢: <:tf: .Arr.ivals F:i~ttlrt·g :t-he.: :S'.y:s.t.-em, ~4$:y:: ·, 
M', -~ 10. 86 
:~~_x'=imum Length of Waifi'ng Lin··e: 
H: = 4. 8.0 
101. 
i 































,-r;,,o-,-o.<ot•,., ", '! '"t;_,..,, .,,._.._ 
Calculation of Distribution Means 
Mean of Expon:ent ial Arrival D::L.$:t..:r.fb'.ti'.t:ion for ·ope:r~t·9;r~f:_ 
Given: Operat:o.rs ·average 11 units wired per )3_ht·~t.·., 
Operators average 4 s·pecial entries :pe:r- $.·htft. 
Eighty operators Jn t·he shop •. 
A shift is 460 nr1~ute:$· long __ • 
1.200: erit r ies/sh·i.f t-: .• 
460. min./ shift x ~O _ $'ec-.. /min.. i=: :2'.3i. 0 :1s:ec •. /·:ent::ry 
1200 entries/shi.ft 
Mean of Exponent iaI ·Arr-iv.al D'istrl·bu.t. ion ·f.or Inspectors: 
460 min. /,S·hff-t x· :'60 s:ec •: /mi1:1. ::::: 3.1 .• -36. :se·c:. /entr'ji-· 
sao :¢.nt.rt:¢:'s/~)ii:ft· 
.10 :3"' : . . . . . 
--- --~ ~--- .,. ____ ,__ .. ~ .......... ·-·,.,,, ... ,._\,41 • ~·:J"'.";'J'.:.,"' " 




Length Seconds Cumulat ive 
of Entry to Enter Frequency Freq. /n Probability 
ol 4 797 • 022 • 022 
1 5 0 ,i,: 
I 
22 6: 24, 362 664 686 
, ,r 
• • 
, .. ' I 





4 8 6, 5()._7 .177 863 











6 :10 2 · -846. . . J . "' ' . ' .. O't&· • 941 
7 ·- 1:1. 0 








i u ~ 
10 14 468 013 .9.9'6. i • i I! 
11 -t5: 0 : 
.12 16··: 93 .:'Q(l3· ./9.:99; 
13:: 17· ·o: 
.. 
14 18· :26 00'1 .. ' .. :J .• \000 
I J.$. 19: 0, 
16 .20 6:: •. :(j(j.(); ''' ,, 
1:7' ~·:i .o·· 
18'· 22: ·o .• ·ooo 
:36':, 6'62 1. 000 
Notes: .l .~ :s-:(gQ: o_._f°f otj~y :(~·.rro,r .en.t.r-ie.s.) 
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